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Introduction
Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War to the 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) affirms
that States that are contaminated with unexploded or abandoned ordnance have a responsibility to protect their
populations through the removal or destruction of these threats. Very significantly, Protocol V also establishes
that the users of explosive weapons have a special responsibility to protect civilians from the persistent threat
that these weapons create, a responsibility that extends to civilians in States that have been adversaries in armed
conflict. Furthermore, States have obligations to take preventive measures to reduce the level of ongoing risk that
their explosive weapons will present to civilians.
While Protocol V is important in the broad principles it establishes or reinforces, there are also serious challenges to
making it an effective humanitarian instrument. First and foremost, its specific rules are often ambiguous, making it
difficult to know what form of practice is sufficient to fulfil its legal obligations. Secondly, with the adoption in 2008
of the Convention on Cluster Munitions it has become clear that the CCW will not provide the framework for addressing
cluster munitions, which in their humanitarian impact did much to precipitate the negotiation of Protocol V on ERW.
This has bearing on the perceived relevance of the Protocol. Thirdly, Protocol V is not providing a meeting point for
practitioners engaged across the wide range of activities that it covers.
In such a context, the potential strength and humanitarian value of Protocol V’s broad themes is disconnected from
structures of implementation. In recent years, ongoing meetings of the Group of Governmental Experts on Protocol V
have focused on such issues as the development of the templates that High Contracting Parties (States that have
formally adopted Protocol V) will use to submit their national reports; electronic templates for recording explosive
ordnance use; checklists for generic preventive measures being undertaken; and, probably most successfully, the
delineation of a non-binding ‘plan of action’ on victim assistance. While the intent behind these endeavors is laudable,
it often remains uncertain to what extent discussions in Geneva are making any difference to practices and policies in
national capitals, or perhaps more distant still, in the policies and practices of national armed forces. Yet for an
instrument that is drafted in ambiguous terms, the practices of States are of particular importance to understanding
the normative significance of the instrument.
This report considers some of the key articles of Protocol V, examines elements of past practice that might cast light on
their provisions, and attempts to make recommendations for positive action that would strengthen those key elements
that could make Protocol V relevant to civilian protection. The articles covered in this analysis are:
•
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Article 3: Clearance, removal or destruction of explosive remnants of war

•

Article 4: Recording, retaining and transmission of information

•

Article 7: Assistance with respect to existing explosive remnants of war

•

Article 8: Cooperation and assistance

•

Article 9: Generic preventive measures.
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The report also considers elements of “best practice” delineated in Protocol V’s Technical Annex where this is relevant
to individual articles.
The report is structured to look at each of these articles in turn. The focus on these particular articles is directed by a
belief that it is in these sections of the Protocol that the progressive humanitarian significance of Protocol V should lie.
The report is further structured to consider the articles on a paragraph by paragraph basis. Treatment of paragraphs
has also been subject to a degree of selectivity. Within the articles that are discussed, this report does not concern
itself in any detail with issues of mine action practice. The mine action sector has generated extensive literature on
all elements of mine action implementation, management, and coordination and this report does not seek to add to
that or to engage in a cursory way in what are often complex debates.
The report attempts to identify points where the ambiguous or qualified language of Protocol V opens up space for
diverse interpretations and in such situations the report makes recommendations regarding interpretations that
favor humanitarian protection. Where possible, the report draws on examples of practice that are pertinent to specific
rules or obligations. These examples do not generally relate to practice in the implementation of Protocol V by High
Contracting Parties but rather practice that casts light upon approaches and behaviour pertinent to such rules either
before Protocol V was drafted or where Protocol V was not yet formally in effect.
Given that Protocol V is a humanitarian instrument determined to address, as stated in its preamble, “the serious
post-conflict humanitarian problems caused by explosive remnants of war,” it would be reasonable to expect State
practice under the formal obligations of Protocol V to further improve upon these pre-existing standards.
Given the challenges outlined earlier, this report urges States to focus on concrete elements of practice under the
framework of Protocol V that might make a significant difference in the future. Such a focus needs to occur not in
Geneva, but in other places, in discussion with the actual people responsible for recording and transmitting data on
ordnance use, in setting policies within military alliances, or in developing partnerships to improve the safety and
security of ammunition storage in fragile states or post-conflict environments. Protocol V could provide a framework
of considerable utility if it were a forum for practitioners in these specific areas.
Finally, a significant long-term humanitarian benefit from Protocol V may yet come from its role in establishing a
stronger basis for engagement, in policy and law, with explosive weapons as a broad category. Protocol V establishes
a special responsibility on the users of explosive weapons. This responsibility derives from a recognition that
explosive weapons are prone to causing patterns of post-conflict civilian harm that require a categorical response.
Such a categorical approach should be extended to consideration of consistent problems of civilian harm resulting
from explosive weapons at the time of use, in particular in populated areas. While Protocol V does not engage with
such issues, through its categorical approach to explosive weapons, it provides support to such an engagement in
the future.
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Summary of conclusions and recommendations
Article 3
Article 3 contains obligations for Parties to mark, clear, remove or destroy all ERW after the end of active hostilities
in areas under their control. It also obliges past-users of ERW to provide assistance to clear affected territories not
under their control. In this respect, Article 3 substantially extends and reinforces the principle that munitions with
post-conflict effects must be located, cleared and destroyed.

Recommendations
•

Where control over territory is fragmented or contested, responsibilities for addressing ordnance contamination
should be apportioned so as to achieve the most effective immediate practical action, while the foundations for
long-term management are also being built.

•

Multi-national operations likely to exert effective control over territory should be mandated to uphold
responsibilities established in Protocol V for clearance, removal or destruction of ERW.

•

It will be a critical test of Protocol V to overcome the differential levels of ERW-related support offered to affected
former adversaries and non-adversaries, and to see timely and substantial assistance provided to address ERW
contamination by the users of explosive ordnance to those areas still under the control of former adversaries.

•

It is critical that Parties put in place systems and policies so that they are in a position to meet obligations to
address ERW contamination as soon as possible. Necessary funding streams, administrative arrangements,
and management oversight for post-conflict ERW eradication, including in areas not under the control of the party,
should be planned for, budgeted, and tested in exercises.

•

Parties should be prepared to subdivide ‘territory’ affected by ERW so as to facilitate the early implementation
of ERW eradication in areas where the cessation of hostilities allows, even if some level of hostilities is ongoing
elsewhere in the affected State.

Article 4
Article 4 establishes obligations for recording and sharing information on explosive weapons that have been used
or abandoned, recognizing the importance of this information in order to enable effective and efficient clearance
and risk education. Evidence from Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Lebanon indicates that certain States are capable
of generating, retaining, and providing detailed data on the use of certain munitions. While some evidence regarding
this practice is encouraging, there are some serious reservations about how indicative these examples are of wider
State practice:
•

These examples all relate to relatively wealthy States with well resourced militaries. There is no evidence
regarding practices for recording, retaining, and providing data on ordnance use amongst less well
resourced States.

•

These examples were primarily generated out of concern regarding the particularly high levels of UXO
contamination created by cluster munitions. Although there is evidence that the same data is being
generated and retained for certain other types of ordnance the extent of this is uncertain. Amongst these
examples, good practice is better evidenced for air-dropped ordnance, with very limited evidence regarding
ground-launched munitions.
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•

Where data on ground-launched munitions has been provided this has related to large computerised weapon
systems (artillery and multiple launch rocket systems) with no indications being available of practice regarding
land-service ammunition.

Recommendations
•

States should appoint and announce specific contact points that will be responsible for the planning and
enactment of policies and practice regarding the retention and hand-over of data on explosive ordnance use.

•

As soon as possible, and before engagement in active hostilities, States should confirm that they have in place
specific policies regarding:
— What information must be retained on all forms of explosive ordnance;
— Who is responsible for the collation of this information;
— What information will be handed over to other parties on cessation of active hostilities; and
— To whom information will be handed over.

•

States should retain and hand over as much information as possible. However, this does not mean undertaking
additional work to plot strikes on maps or estimate contamination based on failure rates in specific areas, for
example; such work can be undertaken as required by ordnance disposal teams in the field.

•

Speed of data handover is critical. Having policies and procedures in place before active hostilities is necessary
to ensure an effective response afterwards.

•

To ensure speed of hand-over, States should adopt an interpretation of Protocol V that users of explosive
ordnance have an obligation to actively provide data, rather than waiting until data is requested.

•

States should test their policies and practices in exercises.

Recommendations for the international community
•

Provisions in line with a strong interpretation of Protocol V should be incorporated into ceasefire and technical
agreements. This will provide a humanitarian benefit by strengthening practice, as well as working for the
universalisation of the Protocol’s norms.

•

Coalitions and military alliances should adopt policies and procedures that reflect a strong interpretation of
Protocol V. Coalitions and military alliances should agree on policies and procedures for retention and hand-over
of data on explosive ordnance use, including explicit determinations as to whether there will be collective
management and responsibility for this work. Constraints resulting from operations in coalitions should not
be allowed to justify failure to implement Protocol V obligations to the highest humanitarian standard.

cluster munitions: a survey of legal responses
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Article 7
Article 7 further codifies what is already a widely accepted international practice – the provision of assistance and
cooperation to address problems of ERW contamination. However, the framework of Protocol V does not yet seem
to have given any particular additional impetus or improved coherence to the ongoing practice of States seeking
and receiving assistance to tackle existing ERW contamination.
The pre-existing strength of mine action practice (including funding), organized primarily under the more widelyadopted and humanitarian focused framework of the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty, makes that the dominant organizing
framework for engagement and communication between affected countries, donors, and implementing agencies.
•

There is a lack of clarity in State practice regarding the overlap between assistance to address explosive remnants
of war and assistance to address problems caused by anti-personnel landmines – this makes it very difficult to
assess what, if any, impact Protocol V is having on donor practice.

•

There is little evidence of an increase in funding to address problems of existing explosive remnants of war as a
result of the advent of Protocol V. The confusing nature of State reporting across different instruments related to
post-conflict explosive weapon contamination makes it very difficult to determine what, if any, specific additional
donor actions are motivated by Protocol V (rather than being actions that would have occurred in any case but
might be linked to Protocol V so as to try to be supportive of that instrument – i.e. practice being used to try to
give strength to the legal framework rather than the legal framework driving practice.)

Recommendations
•

States should move towards a standardized system of reporting across different legal instruments. The current
system of confused, overlapping reports makes it impossible to readily determine the real extent of State practice
and must also waste time within the States undertaking this reporting.

•

Rather than expecting donors to make distinctions between types of contamination, Mine Action Coordination
Centres should be able to provide basic representations and estimates of the balance of work being conducted
to address the specific threats of anti-personnel mines, anti-vehicle mines, cluster munition remnants, and other
ERW. Such representations could then be used to understand how donor funding by country is likely being spread
across these particular threats.

•

States not “in a position” to provide assistance should report explicitly why this is the reason they are not
providing assistance.

•

Protocol V should not try to replicate or import the community of humanitarian practice of the Mine Ban Treaty
into its framework of meetings. Rather, Protocol V should explore ways in which it can provide an overarching
legal framework for wider issues of safe ammunition storage and management.
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Article 8
Article 8 is supposed to provide an additional level of obligation to provide assistance to tackle ERW contamination
where it occurs on the territory of a State that has become a High Contracting Party to Protocol V – however, such a
situation has not yet arisen.
There is evidence of some confusion amongst Parties to Protocol V regarding the distinctions between Article 7, on
existing ERW prior to the entry into force of Protocol V for each High Contracting Party, and Article 8, on ERW occurring
after the entry into force of the Protocol for the High Contracting Party on whose territory the ERW is present. It will be
an important test of Protocol V to see the level of cooperation and assistance extended to address new contamination
of ERW. There is evidence that certain obligations of Article 8, such as the commitment to provide information to
databases, are not being given significant attention by Parties because they are not considered particularly relevant
either to increasing humanitarian protection or furthering the interests of individual States or the Protocol as a whole.

Recommendations
•

At the time of writing, Article 8 has yet to be tested. While there is a long history of States providing cooperation
and assistance to each other to address problems caused by ERW, it has yet to be seen whether Article 8 will result
in an improvement or significant expansion of that assistance.

•

Linked to the conclusions drawn regarding Article 7, States should expand the scope of what is traditionally
considered cooperation and assistance in relation to Protocol V so as to support a strengthening of measures
aimed at the prevention of ERW and improvements in the safety of ammunition throughout its lifecycle.

Article 9
States have a special responsibility for the management of explosive weapons throughout their production, storage,
use, or disposal. Many of these responsibilities are delineated in Technical Annex 3 relevant to the implementation
of Article 9. Approaches taken towards the prevention of risk from explosive weapons should serve as an important
indicator of States’ wider orientation to civilian protection.
Protocol V could provide an important framework to address stockpile security and provide a mechanism for
cooperation and assistance between High Contracting Parties. High Contracting Parties to Protocol V can make
important steps forward in addressing stockpile management and security and the interrelationship between
improperly stored munitions and abandoned munitions as a primary source of material for the creation of improvised
explosive devices. However, this can only happen if engagement with Protocol V extends beyond discussions and
exerts some influence on wider practices.
•

Protocol V can provide a platform for States to discuss appropriate standards and training protocols that can
enable States to improve stockpile management processes and reduce the risk of accidents.

Recommendations
•

States need to develop mechanisms for testing the reliability and wider risks to civilians of ordnance that better
reflect the likely combat performance of these munitions. Data on the performance of munitions in combat should
be gathered and transparently assessed against testing data to provide an indication of the validity of such tests.

•

Information on munition testing practices and data should be made publicly available so as to allow assessment
and comparison of State practices and orientation to civilian risks.

•

In addition to periodic testing of munition reliability, States should adopt clear policies that they will immediately
take out of service and rapidly destroy munitions that are beyond their shelf-life. Policies should be enacted to
ensure that munitions beyond their shelf life cannot be sold or transferred to other parties.

•

States should implement the provisions of the Technical Annex on responsibility in the transfer of explosive
weapons and should report on their policies and practices in this regard.
ambiguity in practice: benchmarks for the implementation of ccw protocol v
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Article 3. Clearance, removal and destruction
of explosive remnants of war
1.

Each High Contracting Party and party to an armed conflict shall bear the responsibilities
set out in this Article with respect to all explosive remnants of war in territory under its
control. In cases where a user of explosive ordnance which has become explosive remnants
of war, does not exercise control of the territory, the user shall, after the cessation of active
hostilities, provide where feasible, inter alia technical, financial, material or human
resources assistance, bilaterally or through a mutually agreed third party, including inter
alia through the United Nations system or other relevant organisations, to facilitate the
marking and clearance, removal or destruction of such explosive remnants of war.

2.

After the cessation of active hostilities and as soon as feasible, each High Contracting Party
and party to an armed conflict shall mark and clear, remove or destroy explosive remnants
of war in affected territories under its control. Areas affected by explosive remnants of war
which are assessed pursuant to paragraph 3 of this Article as posing a serious
humanitarian risk shall be accorded priority status for clearance, removal or destruction.

3.

After the cessation of active hostilities and as soon as feasible, each High Contracting
Party and party to an armed conflict shall take the following measures in affected
territories under its control, to reduce the risks posed by explosive remnants of war:
(a) survey and assess the threat posed by explosive remnants of war;
(b) assess and prioritise needs and practicability in terms of marking and clearance,
removal or destruction;
(c) mark and clear, remove or destroy explosive remnants of war;
(d) take steps to mobilise resources to carry out these activities.

4.

In conducting the above activities High Contracting Parties and parties to an armed conflict
shall take into account international standards, including the International Mine Action
Standards.

5.

High Contracting Parties shall co-operate, where appropriate, both among themselves and
with other states, relevant regional and international organisations and non-governmental
organisations on the provision of inter alia technical, financial, material and human
resources assistance including, in appropriate circumstances, the undertaking of joint
operations necessary to fulfil the provisions of this Article.
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Overview of Article 3
Article 3 obliges parties to mark, clear, remove or destroy all ERW after the end of ‘active hostilities’ in areas under
their control. It also obliges past-users of explosive ordnance to provide assistance to clear affected territories not
under their control.1 Thereafter, Article 3 provides guidance on how this work is to be conducted, noting the need for
prioritization of work based on humanitarian risk, different forms of work required, the relevance of ‘international
standards’ to the conduct of this work and the need for cooperation between States and other organizations. In its
broad principles, Article 3 represents a major advancement of international humanitarian law relevant to post-conflict
situations.2 It substantially reinforces – and extends – the principle that practical action must be taken to protect
civilian populations from munitions with post-conflict effects.3 It also reinforces and strengthens a basic principle of
user responsibility regarding the ongoing effects of weapons in general.

Article 3, Paragraph 1
Article 3(1) establishes a primary responsibility on the party controlling the territory in which ERW is present and
presenting a risk. It articulates the broad responsibility of States to protect their populations from threats in areas
over which they assert or exert control. It further places a special responsibility on the users of ordnance to provide
assistance to facilitate the removal of the resulting ERW threat where it occurs on territory the user does not control.
When the obligations on the users of explosive ordnance in Article 3(1) are combined with the provisions of CCW
Amended Protocol II, Article 3(2), which establishes long-term user responsibility for mines, booby-traps and other
devices, a broad and coherent level of elevated responsibility is established for the use of explosive weapons as a
category. Taken together, these instruments relate to all forms of conventional explosive weapons. This ‘special
responsibility’ for the use of explosive weapons is significant as it establishes for the first time in international
humanitarian law the basis of a categorical approach to explosive weapons.
The following components of Article 3(1) require more detailed analysis:
•

The term “party to an armed conflict” extends the scope of Protocol V beyond States alone, also to engage
non-state armed groups.

•

The scope of the term “territory under its control” can be contested in the post-conflict environment and should
not be interpreted so as to leave no State in control for the purposes of this legal obligation.

•

The term “cessation of active hostilities” should be interpreted so as to provide assistance as rapidly as possible
in order to maximize humanitarian benefit. This phrase appears again under Art 3. Paragraph 2 and will be
examined in more detail there.

•

Where a user of explosive ordnance causes ERW outside territory under its control, the user has a responsibility to
provide defined forms of assistance. Performance in this area of extra-territorial responsibility has been varied in
the past. Higher standards of future assistance in such cases will be a major test of Protocol V.

•

“Where feasible” is one of a number of phrases included across the articles of Protocol V, providing interpretative
latitude. Such modifiers should be interpreted according to a reasonable understanding of the language, with best
practice examples forming the basis of more standardized customary practice with regard to obligations set out in
Protocol V.

ambiguity in practice: benchmarks for the implementation of ccw protocol v
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“Party to an armed conflict”
Many of Protocol V’s provisions apply not only to a High Contracting Party (HCP) but also to a “party to an armed
conflict.” The insertion of this term serves to emphasize, as is established in Article 1, that the provisions of Protocol V
apply in both international and non-international armed conflicts. The inclusion of this term also reinforces the
applicability of international humanitarian law to non-state groups that engage in armed conflict and an expectation
that such groups should be required to meet standards of civilian protection both during and after conflict.

“Territory under its control”
The primary obligations of Article 3 fall on parties in “control” of ERW-affected territory. However, in conflict-affected
and post-conflict settings, the legal and practical realities of “control” can be vague, contested, or otherwise
problematic. “Control” alone, as opposed to “jurisdiction or control,” as used in other instruments of International
Humanitarian Law4 suggests effective coercive authority within the area in question, which could exclude areas over
which a party is ascribed or asserts jurisdictional control, but over which it lacks practical control. This raises
questions about how these responsibilities fall upon HCPs encountering domestic political or regional secession,
and on occupying forces, peace-keeping forces, and the like.5

“control” in iraq, 2003–2008
The history of Iraq immediately following the 2003 conflict provides a good example of the challenges in the
interpretation of “control.”
At one level control was exerted by the UN-mandated U.S. – led coalition force, dividing Iraq into five major areas
of military responsibility maintained by forces from six countries. At another level, instability in the Iraqi national
government contributed to an inability to exert effective control over processes of mine action and ERW clearance,
which in turn affected the support provided by the wider international community. Between 2003 and 2008
responsibility for ERW eradication in Iraq was transferred from a National Mine Action Authority set up under the
Coalition Provisional Authority to the Government of Iraq. Such a transfer may serve to construct as well as to
reflect the concept of “control” at a local level.
Concepts of territorial control and sub-divisions are political, dynamic, and often ambiguous. In such situations,
guiding principles in relation to Article 3(1) would seem to support taking responsibility for action at a local level,
but support coordination and management at a wider level, in line with expectations for and support to institutions
liable to take on longer term jurisdiction and control.

mandate limitations in kosovo
After the invasion of Kosovo in 1999, the NATO-led Kosovo Force (KFOR) troops were criticized for failing effectively
to address unexploded cluster munition contamination in Kosovo, despite having the resources to do so.7 KFOR
argued that its mandate was limited to clearance of areas that directly impeded its mission or directly threatened
civilians—meaning mainly major roads or areas near KFOR bases and buildings.8
The ICRC recommended that KFOR’s policy “should be revised and broadened as a matter of urgency.”9 Examples
such as this raise critical questions for the future about how the humanitarian imperative embodied in Protocol V
can be adequately enacted where forces in control of an area are under a multinational authority.
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The special responsibility on the users of explosive ordnance
Under Article 3(1), States that have used explosive weapons that have become ERW in territory that they do not control
have a responsibility to provide assistance to facilitate marking, removal, or destruction of these ERW.
Past practice by States in this area has been mixed. Practice has been particularly poor where the regimes presiding
respectively over explosive ordnance use and affected territory were adversaries, and better where the affected
territory has been subject to invasion or an effective change of control. However, past political relationships do not
have a direct bearing on the legal obligations of Protocol V.
Article 3(1) contains qualifiers that might be used to limit the extent of parties’ obligations:
•

That assistance should be provided “after the cessation of active hostilities” (as discussed in more detail below)
could be interpreted so as to delay the point at which assistance is necessary, when the humanitarian imperative
is to undertake this work as soon as possible.

•

The phrase “where feasible” is open to wide interpretation. This should be interpreted as being what is practically
possible10 in light of the capacity of the user-State rather than as having bearing on whether assistance is deemed
politically expedient or suitable.

user states providing assistance to areas not under their control
Article 3(1) provides no grounds for discrimination on the basis of the identity of the party that controls the ERW
contaminated territory other than in so far as it affects the feasibility of providing assistance either directly or
through third parties. However, past practice in relation to the principles of this obligation has been strongly
affected by whether or not the regime in control of the affected territory and the regime that used the ordnance
had an adversarial relationship.
There are clear examples of ordnance users providing assistance to areas not directly under their control where
the territory is under the control of a regime with which they have not had an adversarial relationship. Thus,
for example, the UK and U.S. governments (amongst others) provided technical and material assistance for the
clearance of munitions in Kosovo (1999–), Afghanistan (2001–) and Iraq (2003–) where the party effectively in
control of the territory was not the party against which they had fought during the conflict.
In a sampling of 19 armed conflicts occurring from 1999 to 2006, 63 percent (12) were internal conflicts between
a State and armed non-State actor or rebel group.11 For the four primarily interstate conflicts occurring in that
period resulting in a State creating ERW in a territory not under its control, it appears that assistance was provided
to a former adversary in only one instance (the U.S. to Serbia/Yugoslavia).
•

India – Pakistan (Kargil Conflict 1999): According to Landmine Monitor, both India and Pakistan provide
in-kind assistance to international mine action programs, but neither provided assistance to each other.12

•

Israel – Hezbollah (2006): According to Landmine Monitor, it does not appear that Israel has provided
any international assistance for mine action to Lebanon, although it was responsible for the ERW
contamination there.13

•

Indonesia – East Timor (2002): Landmine Monitor reported that Indonesia has not made any international
contributions to mine action since 1998.14

•

Ethiopia – Eritrea (2000): Neither side was reported to have provided assistance to the other, according
to Landmine Monitor.15

ambiguity in practice: benchmarks for the implementation of ccw protocol v
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Beyond this sample, there is a pattern of limited or substantially delayed assistance to former adversaries. For
example, in Vietnam, Lao PDR and Cambodia, although the U.S. has provided over $140 million to help clear ERW
since 1993, this assistance began only decades after U.S. military engagement had ceased.16 Similarly, U.S.
financial assistance to Serbia in the aftermath of the Balkans Conflict of the early 1990s appears to demonstrate
less positive practice with regard to the provision of assistance to a former adversary. The financial assistance
provided by the U.S. to Serbia, its former adversary in the conflict, was much less and was provided much later,
in comparison to assistance the U.S. provided to Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Albania, and Kosovo.17 It is important
to note, however, that there are many factors that may have contributed to this pattern, including attitudes on the
part of the affected parties.

Article 3, Paragraph 2
Article 3(2) establishes the main operative requirements of the article as a whole; the practical steps of marking,
clearing, removing, and destroying ERW. More specifically, though, it further states that steps must be taken as
soon as possible and, based on an assessment of needs, that the work should be prioritized so as most effectively
to reduce the humanitarian risk.

“After the cessation of active hostilities and as soon as feasible”
Interpretation of the phrase “cessation of active hostilities” can significantly effect to what extent action will meet
the humanitarian requirements of the Protocol. Critical to the interpretation of the phrase is a recognition that “active
hostilities” can be assessed at a local rather than national level – so that even prior to the end of formal hostilities,18
areas at relative peace can be considered for intervention. In any case, substantial preparation work can be done to
facilitate effective assistance in advance of a cessation of active hostilities. The understanding of what is “feasible”
should require that policies and systems are put in place in advance as part of this preparation.
There is a danger that resumptions of violence will result in ineffective implementation of humanitarian operations,19
but this risk is offset by the critical benefits of early implementation. Clearance contributes to improved humanitarian
conditions, to post-conflict economic recovery and, in some contexts, practical engagement in the work of mine action
has been proposed as a way of promoting the cessation of active hostilities and further peacebuilding.20

examples of rapid action
There are a number of examples that suggest the “cessation of active hostilities” can be interpreted so as to
provide an early and effective humanitarian response.21
•

Iraq
Based in northern Iraq, Mines Advisory Group (MAG) maintained a level of operational activity throughout
the 2003 conflict – this was possible because “active hostilities” were taking place in other geographic
areas. Immediately following the end of “major combat operations” in May 2003 other mine action operations
resumed work and even extended into new areas.22 This was made possible because of plans put in place by
institutions within the U.S. Government and the United Nations system.23

•

Sri Lanka
All internationally supported mine action activities halted in 2000 due to an escalation of fighting and donor
concerns regarding continued mine-laying. However, between that point and the 2002 ceasefire,24 extensive
clearance work was undertaken in both Government and Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) controlled areas
by local actors.25 Following the 2002 ceasefire, mine and ERW clearance became better systematized, planned,
and followed better standards of safety.26 During this period, although the ultimate control and jurisdiction of
territory remained contested, both parties prioritized the humanitarian requirement to tackle mines and ERW.27
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•

Lebanon
The Lebanese government acted straight away to undertake ERW clearance in the aftermath of the IsraelHezbollah conflict in 2006.28 In July, when hostilities commenced, a multi-agency Mine Action Planning
Group was created by the UN Mine Action Service (UNMAS) to develop a concept of operations and
contingency plans according to the Framework for Mine Action Planning and Rapid Response.29 The
group developed a plan for operations in cooperation with the National Demining Office, preparing for
the deployment of EOD and BAC teams and risk education programming.30 In early August, contracts
were prepared for teams to be ready to assist the Government of Lebanon immediately after active
hostilities ceased.31

“Serious humanitarian risk shall be accorded priority status”
Article 3(2) requires parties to assess and prioritize needs for clearance of ERW-contaminated areas, recognizing that
resources may be limited in comparison to the overall scale and distribution of contamination. It stipulates that once
surveys and assessments have been carried out, areas that are determined to pose a “serious humanitarian risk”
must be cleared as a priority. Identifying “serious humanitarian risk”32 should be clearly based on the risk presented
by the ERW to the civilian population rather than, for example, military considerations. High priority areas may be
those that are heavily populated by civilians or of high importance to civilian activities. Effective prioritization will
normally be assisted by involving local communities in the priority-setting process,33 ensuring that a representative
spectrum of community perspectives and needs is included.34

“Clearance, removal or destruction”
Article 3(2) requires parties to mark and clear, remove or destroy ERW in affected territories under their control. This
phrasing seems to try to capture the comprehensive circumstances of contamination of a broad variety of explosive
weapons – including, for example, areas that may be marked off and then cleared, isolated items or ‘spot tasks’, and
abandoned ordnance which may be destroyed in situ or removed either for destruction elsewhere or for safe storage.
The primary requirement, whether the ordnance is destroyed in situ or removed,35 is that the threat the civilian
population is effectively addressed.

Article 3, Paragraph 3
Article 3(3) provides basic direction on the practical steps necessary to address an ERW threat effectively. It requires
an initial process of survey and assessment. This in turn provides a basis for prioritization of needs and practicalities
by which to plan the processes of marking, clearance, removal, and destruction. It also asserts that parties have a
positive obligation to mobilize the resources necessary to undertake this work.
These processes of work have been extensively discussed elsewhere in mine action literature and the comments
below are no more than indicative.36

“Survey and assess the threat”
Survey and assessment are vital to gaining an understanding of the nature and scope of the ERW threat and for
building effective and efficient clearance programs. The “threat posed” by ERW is more than the physically bounded
areas of contamination. It encompasses also the risk of accidents, which in turn is linked to the types and locations
of munitions, levels of contamination, and social and economic pressures towards risk-taking on the part of local
individuals and communities.
Although Article 3(3) allows flexibility in permitting States to select methods to facilitate the best outcomes, it must
be stressed that the motivation should always be the protection of civilians and the facilitation of clearance. Surveys
should not be approached as an end in themselves.

ambiguity in practice: benchmarks for the implementation of ccw protocol v
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“Take steps to mobilise resources”
Parties must “take steps to mobilise resources to carry out these activities.” While the paragraph does not explicitly
stipulate that any resources should be provided by the affected party itself, it is implicit in the obligation to undertake
the post-conflict remedial measures required by Article 3. Thus steps to mobilize resources means securing necessary
internal budgets and organizing local human resources and equipment as well as seeking assistance from external
partners to address any shortfalls in these budgets (see also Article 8). While post-conflict States may be presented
with numerous internal resource demands, addressing problems of ERW contamination may be a priority, because it
will advance humanitarian protection, support wider economic recovery, and can provide a socially valuable role for
military units at a time when these forces need renewed direction.37

evidence of national commitments to funding mine action
According to the Landmine Monitor, national contributions to mine action programs are increasing. In 2007, at
least 28 mine/ERW affected States contributed $117.4 million to their own mine action programs (including in-kind
contributions), compared to the $430 million provided by the international donor community.38 National contributions
increased in 2007, in comparison to the $84 million contributed in 2006, although Landmine Monitor notes that the
significant increase is also in part due to better reporting by States on their own funding contributions.

Conclusions regarding Article 3
In addition to affirming the responsibility of States to mark, clear, remove or destroy ERW after the end of hostilities in
areas under their control, Article 3 affirms a special responsibility on the users of explosive weapons. The
responsibilities established in Protocol V, in conjunction with those in CCW Amended Protocol II with respect to mines
and improvised explosive devices, support a “categorical” approach to explosive weapons, i.e. a recognition that
explosive weapons are a distinct technological category that should be subject to distinct categorical controls.

Article 3: Recommendations
•

Where control over territory is fragmented or contested, responsibilities for addressing ordnance contamination
should be apportioned so as to achieve the most effective immediate practical action, while the foundations for
long-term management are also being built.

•

Multi-national operations likely to exert effective control over territory should be mandated to uphold
responsibilities established in Protocol V for clearance, removal, or destruction of ERW.

•

It will be a critical test of Protocol V to overcome the differential levels of ERW-related support offered to affected
former adversaries and non-adversaries, and to see timely and substantial assistance provided to address ERW
contamination from the users of explosive ordnance to those areas still under the control of former adversaries.

•

It is critical that parties put in place systems and policies so that they are in a position to meet obligations to
address ERW contamination as soon as possible. Necessary funding streams, administrative arrangements,
and management oversight for post-conflict ERW eradication, including in areas not under the control of the
party, should be planned for, budgeted, and tested in exercises.

•

Parties should be prepared to subdivide ‘territory’ affected by ERW so as to facilitate the early implementation
of ERW eradication in areas where the cessation of hostilities allows, even if some level of hostilities is ongoing
elsewhere in the affected state.
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Article 4. Recording, retaining and transmission of information

1.

High Contracting Parties and parties to an armed conflict shall to the maximum extent
possible and as far as practicable record and retain information on the use of explosive
ordnance or abandonment of explosive ordnance, to facilitate the rapid marking and
clearance, removal or destruction of explosive remnants of war, risk education and the
provision of relevant information to the party in control of the territory and to civilian
populations in that territory.

2.

High Contracting Parties and parties to an armed conflict which have used or abandoned
explosive ordnance which may have become explosive remnants of war shall, without
delay after the cessation of active hostilities and as far as practicable, subject to these
parties’ legitimate security interests, make available such information to the party or
parties in control of the affected area, bilaterally or through a mutually agreed third party
including inter alia the United Nations or, upon request, to other relevant organisations
which the party providing the information is satisfied are or will be undertaking risk
education and the marking and clearance, removal or destruction of explosive remnants
of war in the affected area.

3.

In recording, retaining and transmitting such information, the High Contracting Parties
should have regard to part 1 of the Technical Annex.

ambiguity in practice: benchmarks for the implementation of ccw protocol v
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Overview of Article 4
Article 4 is a key achievement of Protocol V and represents an important advancement in International Humanitarian
Law. It establishes obligations for recording and sharing information on explosive weapons that have been used or
abandoned, recognizing the importance of this information in order to enable effective and efficient clearance and risk
education. While some precedent for such a provision had been widely accepted by High Contracting Parties (HCPs) to
Amended Protocol II and broadly reflected in most military doctrines regarding landmines, it had not been previously
established for explosive weapons more broadly prior to the advent of Protocol V.39 As a result, Article 4 establishes a
distinct set of responsibilities with respect to the use of explosive weapons which further reinforce the special
responsibilities established in Article 3.
Rapid provision of accurate and comprehensive data on target coordinates, type, amount, and nature of explosive
ordnance used or abandoned should facilitate the implementation of the main obligations of the Protocol (such as
contained in Articles 3, 5, and 6, on clearance, the provision of warnings and risk education, and protection of civilian
populations and humanitarian missions).40
Article 4 is supported by sections of the voluntary Technical Annex, which provides examples of specific practices
that should be undertaken, and also illustrates how elements of Article 4 should be understood.

Article 4, Paragraph 1 and Technical Annex
Article 4(1) requires parties to record and retain information on the use and abandonment of explosive ordnance,
“to the maximum extent possible” and “as far as practicable.” The information that must be retained under
Article 4(1) should then form part of the information made available under the terms of Article 4(2) in order
to meet the humanitarian purpose of the article.
Recent practice amongst some States reflects a growing understanding of the need for data provision on use of
explosive ordnance. For explosive weapons other than mines, recording of data on use and provision of information
after conflicts have ended is a developing international practice. Article 4 builds on and extends practices that have
developed with respect to mines (and to a lesser extent unexploded and abandoned ordnance) and have been
acknowledged in one form or another in a number of ceasefire agreements.

“Record and retain information”
The voluntary technical annex of Protocol V provides at 1 (a & b) an indication of information that should be retained
in the fulfilment of Article 4(1):

technical annex
1. Recording, storage and release of information for Unexploded Ordnance (UXO)
and Abandoned Explosive Ordnance (AXO)
(a) Recording of information: Regarding explosive ordnance which may have become UXO
a State should endeavour to record the following information as accurately as possible:
(i) the location of areas targeted using explosive ordnance;
(ii) the approximate number of explosive ordnance used in the areas under (i);
(iii) the type and nature of explosive ordnance used in areas under (i);
(iv) the general location of known and probable UXO;
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Although publicly available examples of data that has been retained by military forces on ordnance use are
very limited (data on use of air-dropped ordnance is more readily available than data the use of ground-based
ordnance and land-service ammunition) the following examples do provide a precedent regarding the level of
detail that can be captured.
The examples are somewhat biased towards the provision of data on cluster munitions (because of the predictable
post-conflict ‘footprint’ of contamination that these weapons cause). Moreover, while the precedent the examples
of data on cluster munitions delineate may be relevant for air-dropped and ground based systems (such as
artillery) it remains to be determined how such precedents might relate to the use of land service ammunition
(for example, hand grenades, rocket propelled grenades, mortars etc).
Also note that this analysis did not look at practices for retention of data on stockpiled ordnance that may
become abandoned explosive ordnance at the cessation of hostilities.

practice: lao, cambodia, and vietnam
Data on the use of air-delivered explosive ordnance by the U.S. Air Force in Lao PDR, Cambodia, and Vietnam
from 1965–1975 suggests that, for some armed forces, much information on use has been generated and
maintained as a matter of course (and not for the purposes of facilitating ERW clearance).44

Southeast Asia Database (SEADAB)
The Southeast Asia Database (SEADAB) was created by the U.S. Department of Defense Office of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. The files were used to create daily, weekly, monthly, and ‘as-required’ reports.45 The SEADAB database
contains files with records of air combat missions carried out by the U.S. Air Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
along with some very limited information about missions flown by the South Vietnam Air Forces, Royal Laotian
Air Force, South Korean Air Force, and Royal Australian Air Force. Records include information about fixed-wing
aircraft and helicopters, and includes categories such as unit designation, mission call sign, aircraft type, model,
series, mission flying time, time on target, ordnance, ordnance expended, and bomb damage assessment.46

Combat Air Activities File (CACTA)
The Combat Air Activities File (CACTA) covers the period from October 1965 to December 197047 and was also
created by the U.S. Department of Defense Joint Chiefs of Staff to collect information on air combat activities.
Information was provided monthly by the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific, and the Commander-in-Chief, Strategic
Air Command, based on daily information contained in squadron de-briefing reports. Data in the series consists
of information on air combat missions conducted in Southeast Asia by the U.S. Air Force, Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, South Vietnam Air Force, Royal Laotian Air Force, Korean Air Force and Royal Australian Air Force during
the Vietnamese Conflict.48 The records are divided into groups of fields or “sets,” which each include the following
information: “control set data with the date, mission and unit identifier; fixed set data with the branch of U.S.
service or country of Air Force, country of origin, mission name, target location, type and number of military
aircraft, war damage, and target terrain and weather; and up to six periodic sets of repeatable data including
enemy defense data and mission altitudes; formation of aircraft, military tactics and enemy attacks; ordnance
type and tonnage; results of the attack; aircraft lost or diverted, and flight crew status; and comments.”49
An updated version of the U.S. Air Force bombing database was provided to the Swiss Foundation for Mine
Action (FSD) by the U.S. Embassy in Vientiane in April 2006.50 Strike data records the following information:52

The location of areas targeted using explosive ordnance
•

Latitude and longitude in Decimal Degree format for WGS 1984 horizontal datum and Indian 1960
horizontal datum

•

Target of mission. e.g. Motor Vehicle, Bridge, etc

•

Bomb Damage Assessment e.g. Destroyed, No Damage, Unobserved.
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The approximate number of explosive ordnance used in specific areas
•

Quantity of aircraft involved in the mission [numeric]

•

Type of aircraft involved in the mission. e.g. F-4, A-4

•

Quantity of ordnance expended / jettisoned [numeric]

•

Weight of ordnance expended [numeric].

The type and nature of explosive ordnance used in specific areas
•

Specific ordnance type, e.g. MK-82 HDGP

•

Less specific ordnance class, e.g. 500 LB Bomb

•

General ordnance category, e.g. General Purpose.

practice: nato bombing of serbia and kosovo
While NATO was criticized for being slow initially to provide data and concerns were raised over the accuracy
of information provided, the data that was handed over by NATO sets a strong precedent regarding the detail
and comprehensiveness of information on air-delivered weapons deployed during conflict. The data provided
is analyzed below under headings taken from the technical annex.

The location of areas targeted using explosive ordnance
Locations of areas targeted using explosive ordnance by NATO aircraft were recorded in a variety of different
forms and at different levels of detail. Altogether, these documents provide a valuable insight into the
level of detail and types of data on target locations that might be recorded and retained to assist future clearance.

Geographic coordinates
Coordinates were recorded for the ‘aim point’ of the ordnance used (including those referring to ‘DMPI’
or Desired Mean Point of Impact) and for the location of the aircraft at the time of the attack. Geographic
coordinates were provided variously in the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) grid referencing system
and in latitude and longitude.53

Aircraft flight details at time of attack
Data was recorded on the height, speed, direction of travel and angle of the aircraft at the time of the attack.
These factors can have a bearing on where unexploded ordnance is likely to be found relative to the point
being targeted. For example, the likely variation of UXO location along the direction of travel will be greater
than perpendicular to the direction of travel.

Descriptions of targets
Written descriptions of targets allow for orientation and triangulation (checking) of geographic information
by operators on the ground.54

More detailed notes of weapon performance
Additional fields provided details that might indicate particular risks of UXO or may help to identify the
location of contamination after attacks. These included indications of whether ordnance had hit or missed
the target, had been observed to have failed to function, and further narrative comments.55

The approximate number of explosive ordnance used in the specific areas
The NATO bombing data recorded the number of weapons deployed against specific targets and munitions
“jettisoned.” The NATO data also contained information on ammunition expended by A-10 ground attack
aircraft.56 This ammunition was not explosive ordnance but is relevant here as it illustrates a willingness
to provide data on the number of rounds expended.57
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The type and nature of explosive ordnance used in specific areas
Although the bulk of data handed over was focused on cluster munition use (because of the particular problems
associated with these weapons), NATO retained data on a wide range of explosive ordnance, with each record
stating the specific munition type that had been employed. In addition to cluster munitions, these records included
cruise missiles (TLAM), air-to-ground missiles (AGM), guided bomb units (GBU) and general-purpose bombs.58

Conclusions regarding data retained by NATO from Operation Allied Force
The data retained by NATO on its use of ordnance in Operation Allied Force sets a strong precedent for the
level of detail that Article 4(1) obligations will require.

practice: afghanistan 2001, iraq 2003, and lebanon 2006
It has not been possible to obtain full evidence on the level of detail of information retained by NATO Forces
in Afghanistan in 2001, by U.S. and Allied Forces in Iraq in 2001, or by Israeli Forces in Lebanon in 2006. However,
based on information handed over to assist clearance of ERW, the following can be noted:

Afghanistan 2001
Information provided to assist clearance of ERW in Afghanistan shows that for air-launched cluster munitions,
data was retained on the type of ordnance, the number of bombs deployed, the name of the target location,
the geographic coordinates of the target, and the heading of the aircraft. Additional data may have been
generated and retained but not made available to assist clearance.

Iraq 2003
Information provided to assist clearance of ERW in Iraq during and after the conflict in 2003 shows that for airdropped cluster munitions data was generated and retained on the weapon type, number of bombs deployed,
geographic coordinates of the target, and target description. In response to specific requests, data was also made
available on other types of ordnance used. Additional data may have been generated and retained but not made
available to assist clearance.

Lebanon 2006
Israel eventually made data available to support ERW clearance in southern Lebanon, indicating that for certain
ground-launched and air-dropped cluster munitions, it had generated and retained, at a minimum, data on the
specific type of munition used, the number used, and the geographic coordinates that were targeted.59

Article 4, Paragraph 2 and Technical Annex
The voluntary technical annex of Protocol V provides at 1 (c) an indication of information that should be released
in fulfilment of Article 4(2):

technical annex
1. Recording, storage and release of information for Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) and Abandoned Explosive
Ordnance (AXO) […]
(c)

Release of information: Information recorded and stored by a State in accordance with paragraphs
(a) and (b) should, taking into account the security interests and other obligations of the State
providing the information, be released in accordance with the following provisions:
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(i)

Content:
On UXO the released information should contain details on:
(1) the general location of known and probable UXO;
(2) the types and approximate number of explosive ordnance used in the targeted areas;
(3) the method of identifying the explosive ordnance including colour, size and shape and
other relevant markings;
(4) the method for safe disposal of the explosive ordnance.

While Article 4(1) requires parties to record and retain information on ERW, Article 4(2) contains obligations
for parties to share that information in order to facilitate the clearance of ERW and related activities. It contains
obligations for parties “to make available” information on explosive munitions which they have used or abandoned,
“without delay after the cessation of active hostilities and as far as practicable, subject to these parties’ legitimate
security interests.”

“Legitimate security interests”
The requirement to provide data is limited by the qualifying phrase “as far as practicable, subject to these parties’
legitimate security interests.” “Legitimate security interests” are not defined in Protocol V. It is of utmost importance
that this clause is not used to assert a blanket exemption from the article’s obligations.
In most post-conflict contexts, items of unexploded ordnance will be found one way or another (albeit more slowly
and possibly after greater loss of civilian life than if data were provided). Withholding information due to concerns
that it would reveal the use of specific items of explosive ordnance cannot therefore be justified. Sensitivity regarding
weapon performance data, such as the discrepancy between firing data and location and frequency of UXO items on
the ground, should not be considered a basis for withholding information, since it would create a sufficiently broad
blanket of exemptions (already widely rejected in State practice) as to make the article unworkable. Rather, the better
determination of accuracy and reliability of munitions should be considered a legal imperative to allow effective
adherence to rules governing the protection of civilian populations from attacks.

“To make available”
The obligation in Article 2(4) is for parties “to make available” information regarding explosive ordnance which they
have used or abandoned. This could be ambiguous as it is not explicitly stated that parties shall proactively give or
hand-over information. However, other articles under the Protocol refer explicitly to the obligation to “provide” and
ensure “provision,” implying the positive obligation for parties to share information rather than simply hold it in a
form that could be transmitted.60
For example, following the 1999 conflict NATO and Government officials in the UK and the Netherlands were criticized
for failing to provide data to the Serbian Government about the locations of cluster munitions strikes on Serbian
territory. In response, they suggested that fault lay with the Serbian Government for not having requested the data
sooner. Clearly, the question of whether the obligation “to make [data] available” is an active or passive one may be
contested. Considering this obligation to require active efforts on the part of the ordnance user will have the most
positive humanitarian impact.

Practice
This section presents a number of examples where data on ordnance use has been handed over to facilitate clearance
of ERW and civilian protection. Although criticism is directed at some of these practices, it is important to note that in
many other contexts the users of explosive ordnance have not made any such efforts.
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practice: lao, cambodia, vietnam – 1960s & 1970s
From 1998–2000, four databases, including the SEADAB and CACTA files (see analysis of Article 4[1]), were
provided to UXO LAO, the national mine action agency. Another database, the Strategic Air Command’s Combat
Activities report (SACCOACT), covering the period June 1965 through August 1973, and database files on the use
of herbicides in Southeast Asia were also provided. Information on the use of herbicides was obtained from the
U.S. Armed Services Center for Research of Unit Records.61 The data on the use of herbicides by the U.S. was
finally provided to UXO Lao in 1999, after several unsuccessful request by the American Friends Service
Committee’s field office in Lao (in the 1980s) to the U.S. Embassy.62
This data was made available, however, decades after the bombing. Notwithstanding, the provision of such
data enabled a more detailed calculation of the extent of the contamination in Lao, such that 36.8% of the
surface areas of the country was considered affected by UXO, and that 12,427 square kilometres, or 5.2% of the
country classified as high risk.63 Also importantly, the data also revealed that considerable contamination fell outside
of areas targeted by clearance operations, based on the work of a socio-economic survey carried out by Handicap
International Belgium before these records were available.64 According to a Geneva Centre of Humanitarian
Demining (GICHD) report, the value of such data was limited by the fact that it related to ordnance used, not
actual UXO; that in the period since the bombing large quantities of UXO had been removed; that it contained
inaccuracies; and that it did not represent UXO originating from ground battles (such as mortars, rockets and
artillery).65 In large part, such comments point to inadequacies in any data on ordnance use as a solution to
extensive UXO contamination.
Information on U.S. strikes in Vietnam was provided from the database to the Vietnamese government during
President Clinton’s visit to the country in November 2000. The data was provided as a “humanitarian gesture.”66
Information was also provided to Cambodia during the same period, which revealed that the U.S. dropped more
ordnance on the country than previously thought.67

practice: operation allied force
Kosovo
As noted earlier, data recorded by NATO regarding its use of ordnance in Kosovo was very detailed. However, the
data handed over was primarily that which related to cluster munitions, as opposed to other air-dropped bombs,
and the process of data provision was long-winded and somewhat chaotic.
At the commencement of the NATO bombing campaign, in March of 1999, UNMAS contacted NATO requesting that
the Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA)68 be used by KFOR forces in the interim period before
a centralized Mine Action Coordination Centre (MACC) could be established in Kosovo.69 The IMSMA system was
initially housed in the KFOR headquarters and overseen by UK KFOR military engineers.70
Despite this early contact between UNMAS and NATO, upon the cessation of hostilities NATO was reportedly
reluctant to hand over bombing records to MACC.71 It appears that the first sets of NATO bombing data were
handed over in June and July 1999, which would have been within two months of the end of the air-campaign.
However, as can be seen in the chart overleaf, it was in these first two months that just over 40% of UXO
casualties occurred.
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UXO deaths and injuries by month in Kosovo
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Criticisms regarding initial data
The data provided to MACC from KFOR in June/July of 1999 was used to map “Dangerous Areas” of cluster
munition contamination.72 The quality of the data was initially criticized and both MACC and KFOR personnel
requested access to more detailed information. Criticisms of the data included:
•

That some of the data contained only the intended target coordinates of cluster munition strikes, not
the actual location of impact.73

•

That the information often did not correspond to contaminated areas on the ground, suggesting either
significant inaccuracy in the weapons’ delivery systems or limitations in the mechanisms of data capture.74

•

That potentially useful information for locating unexploded cluster munitions (and narrowing down
inaccuracy in the geographic data), such as the direction the aircraft was heading at the time of the
attack and the release altitude of munitions, was not initially provided to MACC.

•

That initial records did not accurately reflect all the types of munitions used during the conflict.
For example, the cluster bomb CBU 99, containing “Rockeye II” (Mk 118) submunitions, was not
included by NATO in the list of munitions reported to have been used in the early data handed over.75

•

That some of the data was misleading in how it purported to represent cluster munition ‘footprint’
areas on the ground.76

In the face of these perceived shortcomings, and with a specific concern regarding the humanitarian risk
from cluster munitions, MACC requested that NATO release more information regarding the precise
location of ordnance use and the direction and speed of attack of the aircraft.77
Communications between MACC, KFOR, and individual military branches of coalition members between 1999
and 2000 appear to have been somewhat confused. KFOR units reported having inadequate information to
address the UXO threat.78 Repeated requests for information by MACC were met with multiple responses
which were still in many cases incomplete or at odds with information previously provided.79 While NATO
provided basic information on the cluster munitions used, it is not clear that this included methods for the
safe disposal of ordnance.
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Serbia
While NATO provided information to the UN MACC in Kosovo, it did not provide similar data on its use of airdelivered munitions during the 1999 Balkan conflict to the Serbian government until 8 years after the conflict.
On 13 February 2007, the Serbian government sent a letter requesting bombing coordinates from NATO.80
In September 2007, NATO officially handed over data on its cluster munition strikes to Ambassador Milinkovic,
the Serbian representative to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). The data consisted
of 218 sets of coordinates for cluster munitions, 155 of which were targeted on areas in Kosovo.81 It is not clear if
NATO provided coordinates only for cluster munitions or for other munitions dropped during the 1999 campaign.82
NATO stated that the delay in provision of this data (in comparison with provision of data for Kosovo) was due to
Serbia not requesting the data before February 2007 and because of the “difficult process” of data collation.83
The data was used by Norwegian People’s Aid (NPA) to carry out the first comprehensive survey of cluster
munition contamination in Serbia. NPA’s report on its survey work stated that the data from NATO “proved
incomplete, containing only the coordinates of the deployment locations and the number of ordnances
deployed, without any particulars as to which type(s) of ordnance had been used.”84

Conclusion
According to the MACC in Kosovo, NATO did not provide the necessary detailed data until nearly a year after
the conflict had ended. Coalition forces recorded information such as direction of the flight of the aircraft and
whether bombs were dropped long or short of intended targets, but did not provide this information immediately
after cessation of active hostilities. Furthermore, duplicate and unreliable reports put the credibility of all
information provided into question.85 The MACC faulted NATO and KFOR’s structure for the delay in providing
information, along with a lack of familiarity with the information required. Others have noted that provision of
such information was not considered an automatic element of practice.86 The weaknesses in this process of
data provision can be contrasted with NATO’s own assertion of its detailed strike assessment methodology.87
The example of NATO in Kosovo, however, demonstrates one of the most comprehensive examples of good
practice with regard to retention and provision of data on use of explosive weapons.88 At the same time, a
detailed analysis of structures and processes shows that there is considerably further to go – in understanding
the types of data needed for effective humanitarian ERW action, in developing integrated systems for data transfer
and interpretation, and in establishing the general role of data as a standard element of military, multinational,
and coalition practice – in order for States individually and in alliances to comply adequately with Protocol V’s
Article 4.
The example of data provision to Serbia raises concerns regarding State practice where the party in control
of the territory was an adversary during the conflict (as opposed to where territory has changed hands or been
put under interim administration). It also raises questions about whether the burden should be on the user of
ordnance to hand over data, or should be on the affected party to request data.
If, as appears reasonable, Articles 3 and 4 of Protocol V should be understood as recognizing that the users
of explosive ordnance have a special responsibility to protect civilian populations from the post-conflict risks
of that use, then the obligation should be on the users of explosive ordnance to actively provide relevant
information to support critical humanitarian action. Such an interpretation is the one most likely to reduce
the risk to the civilian population in a timely manner. Both examples raise issues regarding the collective
responsibility of military alliances for the hand-over of data on explosive ordnance use. Under Protocol V,
this is a responsibility of parties to the conflict. As such, it is a responsibility that cannot be transferred to
another body.
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practice: afghanistan 2002
The U.S. reported that it handed over strike data on its use of air-delivered ordnance, including cluster munitions,
to the United Nations within three months of the cessation of active hostilities against the Taliban in 2002.89 The
initial strike data provided by the Department of Defense contained information on the name of the location
targeted, geographic coordinates, the estimated number of unexploded ordnance (apparently based on a 5%
failure rate calculation), and the radius of dispersal.90
According to the HALO Trust, a humanitarian demining organization operating in Afghanistan, the U.S. provided
data directly to HALO as well as to the UN, containing the geographic coordinates of BLU cluster munition strikes;
the heading of the aircraft; and the type of submunition dropped. HALO Trust said the data was “very good” and
provided the basis for the initial deployment of its Battle Area Clearance (BAC) teams.91
Deminers also reported, however, that the utility of the data was diminished by the fact that it existed in several,
inconsistent versions. In 2002, Human Rights Watch researchers visiting Afghanistan reported encountering three
versions of the data, dated from November 2001, January 2002, and March 2002, which contained contradictory
and inaccurate information in places.92
Human Rights Watch concluded that “the ostensible precision of the data reported by the United States, latitudes
and longitudes down to the second, leads to an expectation of accuracy when, in fact, the list is largely estimated.”
U.S. Air Force personnel indicated to Human Rights Watch that the lists were “extracted, inexpertly, from mission
reports and air tasking orders.”93 Further problems were reported in transmitting updated information through to
teams working in the field.94
This example reinforces the conclusion that multiple releases of inconsistent data can reduce the credibility
of the overall practice of data provision. ‘Worked up’ information, such as estimated numbers of unexploded
submunitions based on testing failure rates or estimated areas of contamination, can build unrealistic expectations
and erode confidence. There are limitations to the utility of even relatively good data. While such information can
serve as a tool for understanding the likely extent of contamination and guide teams to target areas, the
expectation that strike data could function in much the same way minefield maps appears to be unrealistic.

practice: iraq 2003
As compared to previous conflicts, the speed of the provision of strike data improved in the context of Iraq
in 2003. The U.S. reported that strike data was provided to the UN, “often in as little as 72 hours after a
particular attack while hostilities were ongoing.”95 Information sharing between the coalition forces and the
UN also appeared to improve. A UN Mine Action Coordination Team for Iraq stated that, “Coalition forces have
been very cooperative. We started getting data [on unexploded ordnance] within a couple days of the war’s start…
Now it’s a given we will get information. We get it earlier and earlier.”96
Information on ordnance use was provided through the Humanitarian Operations Centre (HOC), based in Kuwait,
and included a list of explosive ordnance used, geographic coordinates, the location, type of ordnance, and who
reported it. Human Rights Watch researchers in Iraq reported that “such coordination is a significant improvement
from Afghanistan.”97 Coalition forces also shared information with humanitarian aid organizations and human rights
NGOs, in order to ensure their safety in Iraq.
In the north of Iraq some clearance NGOs received data directly from the U.S. Military, including through a Civil
Military Operations Centre (CMOC) established after the conflict. Although detailed lists of airstrikes were
provided, the U.S. was also reported to have been supportive in response to individual information requests,
providing details of weapons used including fuze-type information for specific strikes being addressed by
humanitarian teams on the ground.98 Again, the strike data provided the geographic coordinates of intended targets,
although there could be variance with where ordnance contamination was actually found. However, it was noted
that where this data was one component of operations using survey teams and community liaison practices, the
overall process produced an effective response.99
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While cooperation on information sharing improved, problems were still reported in relation to the availability
of the data provided by the U.S., Interviews with U.S. Army and Marine Corps EOD personnel involved with
clearance of submunitions suggests clearance personnel were not working from firing records for cluster
munitions.100 In addition, as noted in other case studies, data was not released (in this instance by the U.S.
Army and Marines) for ground-launched submunitions.101

practice: data provision by israel and hezbollah, 2006
Israel’s failure to provide timely and detailed information on explosive ordnance used in southern Lebanon in 2006
(in particular information on cluster munition use) suggests that the basic principles of Protocol V, Article 4(2) are
still far from being universally accepted, even amongst States with the technical capacity to implement these
provisions. The handover of minefield records relating to southern Lebanon has been a longstanding point of
contention and information on UXO resulting from cluster munition use was initially entangled with that issue.102

Early data of very limited value
The UN Secretary-General reported that during the period of 11–17 August 2006, Israel “provided information
marked on a map of the areas occupied by its forces north of the Blue Line, encompassing 16 pockets/sectors…
[the] IDF has provided maps showing mines and unexploded ordnance in the sectors from which it is
withdrawing.”103 On 12 September 2006, the UN Secretary-General noted that the “IDF has been handing
over some maps to UNIFIL as it withdraws from particular locations,” and stated that, “The Israeli authorities
have assured UNIFIL that all relevant maps of landmines and unexploded ordnance in their possession will be
handed over on the completion of [their] withdrawal.”104 The report notes that “while the IDF has provided some
maps to UNIFIL regarding cluster strikes, they are not specific enough to be of use to operators on the ground.”105
The UN Secretary-General called on Israel to provide further detailed information on the exact location, quantity,
and type of cluster munitions used during the conflict.106
On 21 November 2006, the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs reported, “Following the conflict, Israel supplied maps
to UNIFIL identifying areas suspected of containing unexploded ordnance, including cluster munitions. These maps
assist UNIFIL and the Lebanese government in removing the unexploded ordnance and have significantly reduced
the risk of unnecessary harm to the civilian population.”107 However, the Mine Action Coordination Centre for
Southern Lebanon (MACC SL) judged the maps to be of little use since they showed little more than circles
indicating “dangerous places.”108 More specifically the data was criticized for lacking coordinates or legend.109
A spokesperson from the MACC SL stated that Israeli data provided in the form of maps did not distinguish
between cluster munitions and other bombs.110
Despite repeated calls from MACC SL and UN officials after the conflict, in a letter dated 1 December 2006,
the UN Secretary-General reported that, “Israel has yet to provide UNIFIL with the detailed firing data on its
use of cluster munitions…The provision of this data, which would be in keeping with the spirit of Protocol V
of the [CCW], which came into force recently, would significantly assist operators on the ground to mitigate
the threat to innocent civilians.”111

Some information released
Nearly two years after the conflict ended and after repeated calls from the UN Secretary-General, requests from
MACC SL, bilateral pressure from governments, and appeals from NGOs, the UN Secretary-General reported that:
“Following persistent efforts by the United Nations both at Headquarters and in the field to secure technical
strike data regarding cluster munitions, on 5 February 2008, the Israel Defense Forces submitted some
information. Preliminary findings are however that the information provided is of very limited value.”112
The UN Secretary-General reiterated as a matter of humanitarian urgency, the Government of Israel should
provide detailed strike data including the type, quantity and specific coordinates of cluster munitions used during
the 2006 conflict.113
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Yet despite the new release of data by Israel on 5 February 2008, MACC SL reported in April 2008 that it still did
not have vital information on the type, location, and quantity of cluster munitions used in the 2006 conflict.114
MACC SL’s Program Manager later reported that the information provided by the Israelis in February 2008 was
essentially a map of South Lebanon with no coordinates. The area was divided up into 10 kilometer blocks on
a map, with each block assigned a number; A1, A2, B1, B2 etc. A table accompanied the map, referring to each
block and listing expected quantities submunition contamination by type.115
On 12 May 2009, Israel handed over data on cluster munition strikes to the UNIFIL Force Commander at the
Northern Command Headquarters.116 The data consisted of three separate spreadsheets for each of the cluster
munition delivery systems used during the conflict (MLRS, 155mm artillery, and air-delivered).

Conclusions
This protracted process clearly indicates that the principles of Protocol V are still not embedded in the systems
and practices of some States, even where these States have well resourced militaries and weapon systems capable
of automated data collection. The long delay in handing over this information was widely noted by humanitarian
clearance operators as an impediment to the clearance of unexploded ordnance, thus increasing the attendant
costs and civilian risk. However, that information was finally handed over does provide an important point of
reference for the future.

Provision of information on abandoned explosive ordnance
Research for this report did not examine in detail the history of information exchange regarding abandoned ordnance.
However, it is notable that such practices have historically been included in ceasefire agreements. As a sample, the
following contain specific obligations for information provision regarding the locations of stored ordnance:
•

Bosnia & Herzegovina, General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia & Herzegovina, S/999 (1995): Art V (3)
requires parties to report to the Joint Military Commission “position and descriptions of minefields, unexploded
ordnance, explosive devices…[and] ammunition dumps…”

•

Cambodia, Framework for a Comprehensive Political Settlement of the Cambodia Conflict, S/718, (1991): Annex 2,
Art 1 (3) requires parties to provide to the United Nations information on “troops positions, occupied and
unoccupied, including…supply bases and supply routes,” and “exact locations at which arms [and] ammunition…
are deployed.”

•

El Salvador, Peace Agreement, S/23501 (1991): Chapter VII, Art 16 “[parties will supply the UN] with detailed
information on…inventories of arms, ammunition, mines, other explosives…located anywhere within the
national territory.”

•

Mozambique, General Peace Agreement for Mozambique, S/24635 (1992) : Protocol VI, Art 10 (a), parties
agreed to supply the UN with “complete inventories of their troop strength, arms, ammunition, mines and
other explosives…”117

To whom should information be provided?
Article 4(2) also sets out possible mechanisms for transmission of information. Information can be provided to the
party in control of the affected territory, directly or through a third party, including but not limited to, the UN, and
other organizations that are undertaking risk education and clearance in areas affected by ERW.
In Kosovo (1999) data was provided by NATO to the United Nations, and from there it was used to inform tasks
provided to field operators. In Afghanistan (2001), data on U.S. cluster munitions strikes was reported to have
been provided to the UN and also directly to NGO operators conducting ordnance disposal. In Iraq (2003), data
on U.S. cluster munitions strikes in the south was provided to NGO operators through the Humanitarian Operations
Center. NGOs operating in the north also reported receiving information directly from the U.S. military. In April 2009,
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Israel announced during a Protocol V Meeting of Experts that it had provided strike data on its use of explosive
ordnance during Operation Cast Lead in the 2008–2009 conflict in Gaza.117 The data, a list of Israeli Armed Forces
strike coordinates within Gaza, was initially provided to the Secretariat of the Convention on Certain Conventional
Weapons, under the auspices of the UN Office of Disarmament Affairs, and then passed to the UN Mine Action
Service (UNMAS).119
Beyond uncertainties regarding what information should be provided, problems regarding the mechanics of
information exchange have the potential to severely limit the timely transmission of information. As with other
areas of the Protocol, humanitarian benefit would be greatly increased by parties determining in advance what
their policies and practices will be with respect to information provision.

Conclusions regarding Article 4
The examples in this chapter illustrate that certain States are capable of generating, retaining, and providing detailed
data on the use of certain munitions. The level of detail generated in these contexts is encouraging, and while not all
of this detail may subsequently be useful to ERW clearance teams, parties should be urged to continue to gather such
detail and provide this detail to those entities undertaking ERW clearance. These agencies will be able quickly to filter
out data that is not initially needed – though it may prove useful later in the clearance process.
While evidence regarding this practice is encouraging, there are a number of serious reservations concerning how
indicative these examples are of wider State practice:
•

These examples of explosive ordnance use data collection and hand-over all relate to relatively wealthy States
with well resourced militaries. There is no evidence regarding practices for recording, retaining, and providing
data on explosive ordnance use (not including landmines) amongst less well resourced States.

•

These examples were primarily generated out of concern regarding the particularly high levels of UXO
contamination created by cluster munitions. Although there is evidence that the same data is being generated
and retained for certain other types of ordnance, the extent of this is uncertain. Amongst these examples, good
practice is better evidenced for air-dropped ordnance, with very limited evidence regarding ground-launched
munitions.

•

Where data on ground-launched munitions has been provided this has related to large computerized weapon
systems (artillery and multiple-launch rocket systems) with no indications being available of practice regarding
land-service ammunition.

•

As noted previously, the evidence examined here does not cover retention of information on the location of
ordnance stockpiles that may become abandoned explosive ordnance at the end of a conflict.

Regarding the process of data hand over, the clear expectation should be that users have a responsibility to proactively and immediately release information on use. Future practice should strive to improve upon the speed of the
transmission of information and aim to improve the accuracy of data provided. Better cooperation between parties
operating in coalition warfare contexts will be critical elements to improve practice in this regard. Furthermore, States
should clarify their plans and systems regarding the retention and provision of information on the use of land-service
ammunition. As yet, there is no evidence of such data being made available after conflict.
States should develop procedures and policies for the release and transmission of information as standard practice
in their military doctrines for explosive munitions other than mines. In recent national reporting under Article 4,
however, it does not appear that many High Contracting Parties (HCPs) believe the article requires changes to their
existing military doctrines. A majority of HCPs reported that measures for recording, retaining, and transmission of
information are common procedures for their armed forces. A few HCPs noted their willingness, if necessary, to
actively provide data in the event they use explosive munitions in a future conflict.120 A number of others simply wrote
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that the obligations were not applicable or additional steps were not required for the implementation of the article.
Such assertions raise concerns that for some States the implementation of Protocol V has not extended far beyond
conference hall discussions into actual practice.
Admirably, one HCP, Romania, reported that its systems for recording the use of explosive ammunition were to be
reviewed in order to establish if they are accurate enough to be useful for clearance and to determine the best way
to retain and transmit information.121 The HCPs to Protocol V are considering but have yet to clearly establish a
mutually accepted standard for recording and retaining and transmitting information.

Article 4: Recommendations
•

States should appoint and announce specific contact points who will be responsible for the planning and
enactment of policies and practice regarding the retention and hand-over of data on explosive ordnance use.

•

As soon as possible, and before engagement in active hostilities, States should confirm that they have in place
specific policies regarding:
— What information must be retained on all forms of explosive ordnance;
— Who is responsible for the collation of this information;
— What information will be handed over to other parties on cessation of active hostilities;
— To whom information will be handed over.

•

States should retain and hand over as much information as possible. However, this does not mean undertaking
additional work to plot strikes on maps, estimate contamination based on failure rates in specific areas etc –
such work can be undertaken as required by ordnance disposal teams in the field.

•

Speed of data handover is critical. Having policies and procedures in place before active hostilities is
necessary to ensure an effective response afterwards.

•

To ensure speed of hand-over, States should adopt an interpretation of Protocol V that users of explosive
ordnance have an obligation to actively provide data, rather than waiting until data is requested.

•

States should test their policies and practices in exercises.

Recommendations for the international community:
•

Provisions in line with a strong interpretation of Protocol V should be incorporated into ceasefire and technical
agreements. This will provide a humanitarian benefit by strengthening practice, as well as working for the
universalization of the Protocol’s norms.

•

Coalitions and military alliances should adopt policies and procedures that reflect a strong interpretation of
Protocol V. Coalitions and military alliances should agree policies and procedures for retention and hand-over
of data on explosive ordnance use, including explicit determinations as to whether there will be collective
management and responsibility for this work. Constraints resulting from operation in coalitions should not
be allowed to justify failure to implement Protocol V obligations to the highest humanitarian standard.
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Article 7. Assistance with respect to existing explosive
remnants of war
1.

Each High Contracting Party has the right to seek and receive assistance, where
appropriate, from other High Contracting Parties, from states non-party and relevant
international organisations and institutions in dealing with the problems posed by
existing explosive remnants of war.

2.

Each High Contracting Party in a position to do so shall provide assistance in dealing with
the problems posed by existing explosive remnants of war, as necessary and feasible. In
so doing, High Contracting Parties shall also take into account the humanitarian objectives
of this Protocol, as well as international standards including the International Mine
Action Standards.
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Overview of Article 7
Article 7 provides High Contracting Parties (HCPs) the right to seek and receive assistance, “where appropriate,”
and requires that HCPs “in a position to do so” shall provide assistance in dealing with existing ERW, as “necessary
and feasible.” Article 7 is an attempt to resolve a contentious issue during the negotiation of Protocol V: i.e. the
possible application of Protocol V’s obligations retroactively to cover ERW created prior to the Protocol’s entry
into force.122
Article 7 must be read in conjunction with Article 8 (Cooperation and Assistance). Article 7 is addressed to the
problem of existing – and by implication anterior – ERW, while Article 8 addresses obligations of HCPs with regard
to ERW created on the territory of HCPs after the Protocol has come into force.
Article 7 does not delineate the scope of what assistance might encompass in the same way that this is laid out in
Article 8. While Article 7 describes assistance with respect to the problems posed by ERW, Article 8 (consistent with
other articles) describes in more detail “assistance for the marking and clearance, removal or destruction of explosive
remnants of war, and for risk education to civilian populations and related activities” and also “assistance for the
care and rehabilitation and social and economic reintegration of victims of explosive remnants of war.” It would be
reasonable to assume that Article 7’s “problems posed by explosive remnants of war,” and hence the appropriate
forms of assistance, are consistent with those set out in Article 8.
A significant distinction between the two is that Article 7 obligates States “in a position to do so” to provide
assistance only where “necessary and feasible.” Given the extent of mine action assistance already ongoing with
respect to existing ERW (regardless of Protocol V), these qualifiers might be read as establishing high expectations
for the level of assistance that will be forthcoming when the conditions of Article 8 are met.
Article 7 asserts a right to seek and receive assistance directly to address a humanitarian problem rather than to
fulfil the obligations of a legal instrument (as is the case with the Mine Ban Treaty and the subsequent Convention
on Cluster Munitions). However, in many respects, Article 7 is merely a legal endorsement of the long-standing
practice of States seeking and receiving assistance to address this contamination outside the framework of any
specific legal instrument.

Article 7, Paragraph 1
Article 7(1) establishes the right for HCPs to seek and receive assistance, “where appropriate,” from other HCPs,
States not party and relevant international organizations and institutions. It does not extend this right to other
parties to an armed conflict, such as non-state armed groups. However, in practice both States not party to Protocol V
and some non-state armed groups have for many years sought and received assistance to tackle problems of ERW.

“Where appropriate”
The qualifier “where appropriate” contained in Protocol V, Article 7 (1), is ambiguous. It is not clear what kind of
situation would be deemed to be inappropriate. A State possessing sufficient resources to address problems relating
to ERW on its territory could perhaps be considered an inappropriate recipient of assistance, but assistance in the form
of cooperation and technology exchange could still significantly enhance its ability to cope with ERW contamination
and should not be precluded. Despite the qualifier, the article remains sufficiently broad to encourage the provision
of a wide range of assistance in almost any context.
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Article 7, Paragraph 2
Article 7(2) reciprocates the right to seek and receive assistance established in Paragraph 1 with an obligation for
HCPs to provide assistance to those already working to deal with existing ERW contamination. Article 7(2) states
that HCPs shall provide assistance, taking into account the humanitarian objectives of the Protocol and international
standards, including International Mine Action Standards (IMAS). This emphasis on prioritization and standards
mirrors Article 3.

“In a position to do so…as necessary and as feasible”
Three qualifying phrases in Article 7(2), “in a position to do so,” “as necessary,” and “as feasible,” all serve to limit
the obligation and reduce the strength of the legal requirement to provide assistance.
While Article 7 establishes an obligation on HCPs to provide assistance, this only applies to those “in a position to
do so.” This is generally understood as a recognition that donor resources are finite and not every State has the means
to provide assistance. This phrase follows the same formulation as is found in 1972 Biological Weapons Convention,
Art X(1), CCW Amended Protocol II, and the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty, and has also been used in the 2008 Convention
on Cluster Munitions.
With diverse forms of assistance possible, and with provision of assistance as the rule rather than the exception,
the onus should be on States not providing assistance to explicitly assert that this is because they are not in a
position to do so. In the absence of this explicit engagement, some States may simply be ignoring this obligation
without justification.
For example, in national reports submitted under Protocol V, a number of States reported that obligations to
provide assistance with respect to existing ERW, victim assistance, and clearance related activities as contained
in Articles 7 and 8 were “not applicable.” Hungary, the Holy See, Portugal, and Bulgaria either reported “not
applicable” or “nothing to declare” under Article 7 and 8 for 2007 and 2008. India first reported that providing
assistance under Articles 7 and 8 was “not applicable” in 2007, but in 2008, reported a contribution of 10,000 USD
to the CCW sponsorship program under Article 8 (which is arguably not assistance towards the humanitarian
purposes of the Protocol). Only one High Contracting Party, Malta, explained its rationale for not providing
assistance. Malta stated that, “to date the Armed Forces of Malta, does not have the additional resources
to provide assistance for the marking and clearance, removal or destruction of explosive remnants of war outside
the territories of Malta. The Armed Forces of Malta will review its position on the matter from time to time.”123
While interpreting “in a position to do so” is largely a matter of judgment confined to States, “as necessary and as
feasible” could be subject to more independent criteria. The test of “necessity,” however, could also be interpreted
in such ways that provide an almost blanket rejection of the obligations of Article 7(2) (i.e. an interpretation that this
relates to the necessity of specific assistance being received from one specific HCP in order to adequately address
ERW contamination, rather than an interpretation that assistance is necessary in general terms).

Overlapping assistance under the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty and Protocol V
The 1997 Mine Ban Treaty and CCW Protocol V deal with separate categories of explosive weapons (respectively,
anti-personnel mines and explosive remnants of war). In many contexts, however, these form part of a common
humanitarian problem (generically, explosive weapons that continue to pose a threat in the post-conflict environment).
For this reason, practical field programmes and donor funding streams tend to tackle both weapon categories without
distinction; to do otherwise would be inefficient and would likely lead to problems of humanitarian principle. However,
this synthesis in programming and funding can create difficulties for understanding at what level HCPs are meeting
specific Article 7 obligations, and to what extent, therefore, Protocol V can serve as a framework that makes a real
difference to the humanitarian assistance received by communities living with ERW.
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A comparison of assistance identified in the national annual reports for the Mine Ban Treaty (Article 7)124 and Protocol
V125 shows that a large majority of States report the same funding for assistance under both instruments, to the extent
that text appears to be copied and pasted between reports. Only a minority of States party to both instruments
provided substantially different information in their respective reports. More commonly, States treat the 1997 Mine
Ban Treaty as the general framework for reporting on mine action and see Protocol V as having more limited or specific
scope. In some cases the same money was purposefully represented distinctly differently under the context of the
different legal instruments.126 Rather than engage in such contortions, it may be more useful for donors to report
funding by recipient country under a general rubric such as ‘mine action’ and to promote the generation of basic
information, in national mine action centers, that can serve as national level proxy for how funding is allocated
across different explosive weapon threats.

practice: is protocol v resulting in increased
funding to tackle the problem of existing erw?
Given the lack of clarity between funding interrelated funding streams, it is very difficult to understand the real
impact of Protocol V on funding to address problems of existing ERW. There is very little evidence to suggest that
Protocol V has served to increase funding to tackle existing ERW problems.127

Conclusions regarding Article 7
Article 7 further codifies what is already a widely accepted international practice; it re-asserts the primary obligation
of humanitarian assistance between States affected by conflict and, more specifically, ERW.
However, the framework of Protocol V does not seem yet to have given any particular additional impetus or improved
coherence to the ongoing practice of States seeking and receiving assistance to tackle existing ERW contamination.
The pre-existing strength of mine action practice (including funding), organized primarily under the more widelyadopted and humanitarian focused framework of the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty, exists as the dominant organizing
framework for engagement and communication between affected countries, donors, and implementing agencies. The
confusing overlap of reporting subject matter and time periods, including widespread confusion amongst parties to
Protocol V about how and where to report their own assistance to mine action even within the Protocol V framework,
suggests that there is little chance of Protocol V developing into a significant nexus for the facilitation of humanitarian
assistance towards traditional mine action activities.
•

There is a lack of clarity in State practice regarding the overlap between assistance to address explosive remnants
of war and assistance to address problems caused by anti-personnel landmines, making it difficult to assess what,
if any, impact Protocol V is having on donor practice.

•

There is little evidence of an increase in funding to address problems of existing explosive remnants of war as a
result of the advent of Protocol V.
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Article 7: Recommendations
•

States should move towards a standardized system of reporting across different legal instruments. The current
system of confused, overlapping reports means that it is impossible to readily determine the real extent of State
practice and must also waste time within the States undertaking this reporting.

•

Rather than expecting donors to make distinctions between types of contamination, Mine Action Coordination
Centers should be able to provide basic representations and estimates of the balance of work being conducted
to address the specific threats of anti-personnel mines, anti-vehicle mines, cluster munition remnants and other
ERW. Such representations could then be used to understand how donor funding by country is likely being spread
across these particular threats.

•

States not “in a position” to provide assistance should report explicitly that this is the reason why they are not
providing assistance.

•

Protocol V should not try to replicate or import the community of humanitarian practice of the Mine Ban Treaty
into its framework of meetings. Rather, Protocol V should explore ways in which it can provide an overarching
legal framework for wider issues of safe ammunition storage and management.
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Article 8: Cooperation and assistance
1.

Each High Contracting Party in a position to do so shall provide assistance for the marking
and clearance, removal or destruction of explosive remnants of war, and for risk education
to civilian populations and related activities inter alia through the United Nations system,
other relevant international, regional or national organisations or institutions, the
International Committee of the Red Cross, national Red Cross and Red Crescent societies
and their International Federation, non-governmental organisations, or on a bilateral basis.

2.

Each High Contracting Party in a position to do so shall provide assistance for the care and
rehabilitation and social and economic reintegration of victims of explosive remnants of
war. Such assistance may be provided inter alia through the United Nations system,
relevant international, regional or national organisations or institutions, the International
Committee of the Red Cross, national Red Cross and Red Crescent societies and their
International Federation, non-governmental organisations, or on a bilateral basis.

3.

Each High Contracting Party in a position to do so shall contribute to trust funds within
the United Nations system, as well as other relevant trust funds, to facilitate the provision
of assistance under this Protocol.

4.

Each High Contracting Party shall have the right to participate in the fullest possible
exchange of equipment, material and scientific and technological information other than
weapons related technology, necessary for the implementation of this Protocol. High
Contracting Parties undertake to facilitate such exchanges in accordance with national
legislation and shall not impose undue restrictions on the provision of clearance
equipment and related technological information for humanitarian purposes.

5.

Each High Contracting Party undertakes to provide information to the relevant databases
on mine action established within the United Nations system, especially information
concerning various means and technologies of clearance of explosive remnants of war,
lists of experts, expert agencies or national points of contact on clearance of explosive
remnants of war and, on a voluntary basis, technical information on relevant types of
explosive ordnance.

6.

High Contracting Parties may submit requests for assistance substantiated by relevant
information to the United Nations, to other appropriate bodies or to other states. These
requests may be submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall
transmit them to all High Contracting Parties and to relevant international organisations
and non-governmental organisations.
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7.

In the case of requests to the United Nations, the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
within the resources available to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, may take
appropriate steps to assess the situation and in co-operation with the requesting High
Contracting Party and other High Contracting Parties with responsibility as set out in
Article 3 above, recommend the appropriate provision of assistance. The Secretary-General
may also report to High Contracting Parties on any such assessment as well as on the type
and scope of assistance required, including possible contributions from the trust funds
established within the United Nations system.

Overview of Article 8
Article 8 establishes a responsibility on all High Contracting Parties (HCPs) to provide assistance to efforts to remove
and reduce the risk of ERW on the territory of other HCPs, if they are in a position to do so. Article 8 should be read as
additional to the obligations to tackle this problem which fall on ERW affected countries, or the users of ordnance that
has become ERW, that are established in Article 3 of Protocol V. Article 8 does not apply to “existing ERW” but only to
ERW created subsequent to the entry into force of Protocol V for the HCP on which the ERW is located. Article 8 does
not explicitly assert that HCP have the right to seek and receive assistance to meet the obligations of the Protocol even
though such a right is asserted in Article 7 towards tackling problems caused by existing ERW.
As with Article 7, Article 8 does little significantly to extend what is already a widespread practice amongst States.
Article 8 indicates the wide range of channels through which such assistance may be provided, such as through the
UN system or NGOs, as well as through direct bilateral channels. Article 8 also establishes a responsibility on HCPs to
provide assistance for the care and rehabilitation and social and economic reintegration of victims of ERW. Historically,
much of this assistance falls under the rubric of “mine action” – a term that reflects the primary role of anti-personnel
mines in shaping conceptions and practical responses to challenges of post conflict explosive weapon contamination.
The article requires States to support ‘trust funds’ to facilitate assistance. It also provides HCPs with a right to participate
in the exchange of such things as equipment and technical information that are considered “necessary” for the
implementation of the Protocol. The article requires HCPs to provide information to various databases established
within the UN system.
The article also establishes that the UN Secretary-General will communicate requests for assistance to all other HCPs
and to international organizations and NGOs. Where requests for assistance are made to the UN, the UN SecretaryGeneral may work with relevant parties (including the affected party and any party responsible for using the ordnance
now ERW) to assess the situation and make recommendations regarding assistance.

Article 8, Paragraph 1
Paragraph 1 contains the primary obligation of Article 8 that HCPs shall provide assistance to tackle the threat of ERW.
The central question for the implementation of this paragraph is which HCPs will consider themselves not to be in a
position to act on this obligation (a question that we have already considered under Article 7). This paragraph should
also be read in conjunction with Article 3 that elaborates the forms that assistance can take.
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Article 8, Paragraph 2
Paragraph 2 establishes an obligation for HCPs in a position to do so to provide assistance to the victims of ERW.
This involves not only care and rehabilitation of individuals but also assistance to address social and economic
marginalization. As it is explicitly stated in Article 1 of Protocol V that Article 8 does not apply to “existing explosive
remnants of war,” it is therefore arguable that this obligation to provide victim assistance only applies to victims of
ERW that has come into existence after the entry into force of the Protocol for the HCP. However, as we noted under
Article 7, it is also arguable that the harm experienced by victims is part of “the problems posed by…explosive
remnants of war” and so the needs of victims of existing ERW are subject to rights and obligations under that Article.
As we have noted elsewhere, this report does not seek to provide a detailed analysis of the practice of mine action –
around which extensive literature already exists. The Landmine Monitor 2008 presents a succinct summary of the
weaknesses in the provision of victim assistance in general.128 In recent national reporting under Protocol V, victim
assistance was the least prevalent form of assistance reported. Only five HCPs reported specific actions taken related
to victim assistance.
In November 2008, HCPs adopted a more detailed Plan of Action on Victim Assistance that was modelled in many ways
on Article 5 of the Convention on Cluster Munitions. This Plan of Action is not legally binding but it does provide a
more detailed delineation of what should be expected in relation to victim assistance. Most importantly, the Plan of
Action frames victim assistance as a responsibility of States towards populations under their jurisdiction or control.
It notes:
Action 1: With respect to victims of ERW in areas under its jurisdiction or control, each High Contracting Party,
in accordance with applicable international law, should adequately provide or facilitate the provision of
age- and gender-sensitive medical care, rehabilitation, psychological support and adequate assistance
for social and economic inclusion in a non-discriminatory manner.
This is substantially different to how victim assistance is presented in the main text of Protocol V where it appears only
as a practice to be “assisted” by parties “in a position to do so.” It is not made explicit in the main text that States
have a responsibility to assist victims in areas under their control as part of the process of tackling the humanitarian
problem of ERW.
Anther significant achievement of the Plan of Action is its unqualified recognition of the importance of data-gathering
regarding people that have been killed, injured, or otherwise impaired as a result of ERW.
Action 2: Each High Contracting Party should make every effort to collect reliable relevant data with respect
to victims.
It is significant that this commitment stands outside and above the further delineation of concrete activities, to be
undertaken “where appropriate” at Action 4.
Beyond these points, the Plan of Action is an important reinforcement of the normative significance of the approach
developed towards victim assistance in the Convention on Cluster Munitions.
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Article 8, Paragraph 3
Trusts like the Voluntary Trust Fund for Assistance in Mine Action provide an opportunity for parties to provide
assistance even at relatively small levels with a minimum of bureaucratic requirement on their part. There is therefore
scope for the barrier of capability and feasibility to be reduced.129 However, others have argued that over-reliance on
trust funds risks promoting a disengagement of States from meaningful control over the assistance they are providing.
Where the obligation to provide assistance falls upon HCPs, is it reasonable also to consider that this extends to an
obligation to ensure that financial, technical, or other resources provided as “assistance” are functioning effectively
to the ends required by the Protocol.
Whereas the Mine Ban Treaty and the Convention on Cluster Munitions only note the role of trust funds as a mechanism
to facilitate assistance, Protocol V actually obliges HCPs to provide some funding through these mechanisms.
The most prevalent contributions to trust funds reported in HCPs’ Protocol V reports for 2007 and 2008 were to
the UN Voluntary Trust Fund for Assistance in Mine Action (VTF); the International Trust Fund for Demining and
Mine Victims Assistance (ITF); and the NATO Partnership for Peace Trust Fund.

Article 8, Paragraph 4
Paragraph 4, on the exchange of equipment, material and scientific and technological information, is based on
the language of the Mine Ban Treaty, CCW Amended Protocol II, Art. 11(1), and the 1972 Biological Weapons
Convention, Art. X(1). However, this paragraph falls below the legal standard of these earlier instruments by limiting
the technology and information relevant to the paragraph to that “necessary” for implementation of the Protocol
rather than that “concerning” implementation. Such a formulation raises questions about what is necessary, and
could allow an interpretation that even though certain technologies or information might make the work of ERW
clearance safer and more efficient they would still not be strictly necessary. Paragraph 4 also includes a clarification
that it does not apply to “weapons related technology.” A wider reading could extend this to exclude access to
information on how explosive ordnance works, which is arguably important to the safe and efficient implementation
of ERW clearance operations. Although mentioned by some HCPs,130 this type of information and equipment exchange
appears to be limited practice under Protocol V or not reported on.131

Article 8, Paragraph 5
Under Protocol V, each HCP is obliged to provide information to relevant mine action databases established within
the UN system, with an emphasis on providing information concerning means and technologies of clearing ERW,
and lists of experts, and expert agencies or national points of contact on clearance of ERW. It does not appear that
any High Contracting Party to Protocol V has yet provided such information in the Protocol V framework.

Article 8, Paragraph 6
To date, three requests for assistance in dealing with ERW contamination have been submitted to the ERW database
under Protocol V: Ukraine, Belarus, and Serbia (although Serbia was not at the time of writing a High Contracting
Party). All of these requests relate to “existing ERW” and are therefore relevant to Article 7 of Protocol V rather than
Article 8. As of August 2009, no HCP had indicated a willingness to respond to these requests.

Article 8, Paragraph 7
Paragraph 7 establishes a role for the UN Secretary General in assessing and making recommendations regarding
assistance to parties affected by ERW. Such a role is particularly pertinent as a mechanism to ensure transparency
regarding decisions to allocate funding from trust funds established within the UN system.
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Conclusions regarding Article 8
There is evidence of some confusion amongst Parties to Protocol V regarding the distinctions between Article 7 and
Article 8. It will be an important test of Protocol V to see the level of cooperation and assistance extended to address
new contamination with ERW. There is evidence that certain obligations of the article, such as the commitment to
provide information to databases, are not being given significant attention by Parties because they are not considered
particularly relevant either to increasing humanitarian protection or furthering the interests of individual States or the
Protocol as a whole.
•

At the time of writing, Article 8 is yet to be tested. While there is a long history of States providing cooperation and
assistance to each other to address problems caused by ERW it is yet to be seen whether Article 8 will result
in an improvement or significant expansion of that assistance.

•

Linked to the conclusions drawn regarding Article 7, States should expand the scope of what is traditionally
considered cooperation and assistance in relation to Protocol V so as to support also a strengthening of measures
aimed at the prevention of ERW and improvements in the safety of ammunition throughout its lifecycle.
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Article 9: Generic preventive measures
1.

Bearing in mind the different situations and capacities, each High Contracting Party is
encouraged to take generic preventive measures aimed at minimising the occurrence of
explosive remnants of war, including, but not limited to, those referred to in part 3 of the
Technical Annex.

2.

Each High Contracting Party may, on a voluntary basis, exchange information related to
efforts to promote and establish best practices in respect of paragraph 1 of this Article.

Overview of Article 9
Consideration of generic preventive measures, such as improvement in design and procedures for handling and use
of existing munitions was one pillar of the discussions that led to the adoption of Protocol V. Delegations proved
unable to agree on any legally binding preventive measures, resulting in a Protocol that combines legal obligations
and so-called “best practices.”132
Article 9 encourages, but does not require, each High Contracting Party (HCP) to take generic preventive measures to
minimize the occurrence of ERW. Possible measures are listed in the Technical Annex, including provisions governing
munitions manufacturing, management, storage, transfer, future production, and training for personnel. The Technical
Annex is not an exhaustive list and HCPs should be encouraged to take other steps that would prevent the occurrence
of ERW – such as joining the Convention on Cluster Munitions. In addition to addressing risks of UXO, the Technical
Annex provides a framework that could be usefully developed to address additional concerns regarding surplus
ammunition, risks of ammunition diversion, and risks of uncontrolled explosive events in ammunition stockpiles.
The generic preventive measures should be considered also in the context of Article 36 on new weapons of Additional
Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions.133 While Article 9 of Protocol V treats these measures as dependent upon the
“different situations and capacities” of parties, Article 36 of Additional Protocol I makes it clear that there
is a binding legal obligation on States to analyze the risks specific weapons pose to civilians. This obligation is to
assess the legality of their use in different contexts and would include an assessment of the UXO risks from specific
weapons (which the CCW has affirmed must be taken into account in the application of legal rules governing attacks).134
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technical annex 3
3. Generic preventive measures
States producing or procuring explosive ordnance should to the extent possible and as appropriate
endeavour to ensure that the following measures are implemented and respected during the lifecycle
of explosive ordnance.
(a) Munitions manufacturing management
(i) Production processes should be designed to achieve the greatest reliability of munitions.
(ii) Production processes should be subject to certified quality control measures.
(iii) During the production of explosive ordnance, certified quality assurance standards that
are internationally recognised should be applied.
(iv) Acceptance testing should be conducted through live-fire testing over a range of conditions
or through other validated procedures.
(v) High reliability standards should be required in the course of explosive ordnance transactions
and transfers.
(b) Munitions management
In order to ensure the best possible long-term reliability of explosive ordnance, States are encouraged to apply
best practice norms and operating procedures with respect to its storage, transport, field storage, and handling
in accordance with the following guidance.
(i) Explosive ordnance, where necessary, should be stored in secure facilities or appropriate containers
that protect the explosive ordnance and its components in a controlled atmosphere, if necessary.
(ii) A State should transport explosive ordnance to and from production facilities, storage facilities and
the field in a manner that minimises damage to the explosive ordnance.
(iii) Appropriate containers and controlled environments, where necessary, should be used by a State when
stockpiling and transporting explosive ordnance.
(iv) The risk of explosions in stockpiles should be minimised by the use of appropriate stockpile arrangements.
(v) States should apply appropriate explosive ordnance logging, tracking and testing procedures, which
should include information on the date of manufacture of each number, lot or batch of explosive ordnance,
and information on where the explosive ordnance has been, under what conditions it has been stored,
and to what environmental factors it has been exposed.
(vi) Periodically, stockpiled explosive ordnance should undergo, where appropriate, livefiring testing to
ensure that munitions function as desired.
(vii) Sub-assemblies of stockpiled explosive ordnance should, where appropriate, undergo laboratory
testing to ensure that munitions function as desired.
(viii)Where necessary, appropriate action, including adjustment to the expected shelf-life of ordnance,
should be taken as a result of information acquired by logging, tracking and testing procedures, in
order to maintain the reliability of stockpiled explosive ordnance.
(c) Training
The proper training of all personnel involved in the handling, transporting and use of explosive ordnance is
an important factor in seeking to ensure its reliable operation as intended. States should therefore adopt and
maintain suitable training programmes to ensure that personnel are properly trained with regard to the munitions
with which they will be required to deal.
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(d) Transfer
A State planning to transfer explosive ordnance to another State that did not previously possess that type of
explosive ordnance should endeavour to ensure that the receiving State has the capability to store, maintain
and use that explosive ordnance correctly.
(e) Future production
A State should examine ways and means of improving the reliability of explosive ordnance that it intends to
produce or procure, with a view to achieving the highest possible reliability

Technical Annex 3(a) – Manufacturing Management
Part (a) of the Technical Annex on generic preventive measures sets out measures through which HCPs should aim
to increase the reliability of explosive munitions they produce, through design and production processes to achieve
the greatest reliability of munitions and through subjecting production to certified quality control measures and
internationally recognized quality assurance standards; as well as conducting rigorous acceptance testing, including
live-fire testing over a range of conditions or “through other validated procedures.”

Live Fire Testing, Acceptance Testing and Other Validated Procedures
Extensive research with cluster munitions has shown that reliance on manufacturers’ claims about reliability based
on tests conducted in ideal conditions has been dangerously misleading. States should develop better testing
processes that more accurately reflect the variation of conditions experienced in combat. Furthermore States should
transparently gather data and analyze munition reliability after conflicts in order to assess the utility of the testing
data as a basis for assessing civilian risk. Thus the obligation stated here implies an ongoing responsibility to test,
assess, and review prior to, during, and following periods of explosive weapons use.
States purchasing or procuring weapons have an obligation to conduct evaluations under Article 36 of Additional
Protocol I. Article 36 of Additional Protocol I135 does not elaborate the specific means States must employ to conduct
weapons reviews, but it does require each State Party to establish a formal procedure to conduct these reviews and
enables other Parties to request information about procedures. Australia, Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,
and the United States have made information about their legal review processes publicly available. France and the
United Kingdom have informed the ICRC that they carry out reviews, but have not made information publicly
available.136 States should make available their policies and procedures for analyzing the reliability of explosive
ordnance in relation both to Protocol V, Article 9 and their legal obligations to this effect under Article 36 of
Additional Protocol I.
In 1987, the United States passed the Live Fire Test Law, which Congress intended to be implemented “in a
manner which encourages the conduct of full-up137 vulnerability and lethality tests under realistic combat
conditions, first at the sub-scale level as they are developed and later at the full-scale level mandated in the
legislation.”138 Conventional weapons systems, vehicles, and weapons platforms “that include features designed
to provide some degree of protection to users in combat” are covered by the law.139 So-called “full up” testing
seeks to accurately represent risks and should be carried over into testing of risks that munitions may pose to
the civilian population.140 This practice sets a precedent for States directly testing the performance of systems
intended to protect personnel and could be extended to testing performance relevant to civilian protection.

High Reliability in Transactions and Transfers
Additional Protocol I places the onus on the recipient State to ensure that the weapons they procure are sufficiently
reliable.141 However, it follows from the principle of Article 9 that States should not sell or transfer ordnance that they
consider unreliable or that has an elevated risk of being unreliable.
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Technical Annex 3(b) – Munitions Management
Part (b) of Technical Annex 3 indicates that the storage, management, and movement of munitions have implications
for their future reliability, and also for the immediate risk of uncontrolled explosions, which can kill and injure directly
as well as generating unexploded ordnance contamination in the surrounding area. While there has been considerable
analysis of such incidents of uncontrolled explosions, there is little available information on the general degradation
of ordnance reliability over time as a result of different storage and management factors.

Minimize the risks of explosions through appropriate stockpile arrangements
Explosions in ammunition stockpiles can cause significant levels of death and injury, as well as high financial losses.142
Poorly stored and aging munitions have resulted in a number of serious incidents in recent years. A summary of
undesired explosive events in ammunition storage areas from 1995–2007 reports a confirmed 153 explosive events
causing over 2,575 fatalities and over 4,264 injuries. The actual numbers are expected to be significantly higher, as
the data was compiled only from open sources.143
Four primary factors have been identified as the most prevalent causes of ammunition stockpile explosions:
a) unstable ammunition and deterioration of physical or chemical condition of the explosive;
b) unsafe storage practices and or infrastructure;
c) unsafe handling and transport practices; or
d) deliberate sabotage or acts of war.144

Appropriate containers, controlled atmosphere
One major factor increasing risk of stockpile explosions, particularly in post-conflict countries, is inadequate
storage facilities.145

Transport and handling
Ensuring proper safety while transporting munitions is another important facet of munitions management.146

Logging, tracking, testing procedures
For each lot of explosive ordnance, States should keep records of its date of manufacture, the conditions in
which it has been stored, and its exposure to environmental factors.147

Periodic live-firing testing of stockpiled explosive ordnance
Periodic live-fire testing of stockpiled explosive ordnance is important in assessing the safety and security of
stockpiled munitions and for appropriately determining the shelf-life of munitions. In a broader context, periodic
review and testing of stockpiled ordnance, particularly in the wake of new evidence about a weapon system, is
necessary for States to accurately assess the risks weapons pose to civilians through the creation of ERW.148

Test sub-assemblies of ordnance in laboratories
Certain types of ordnance have electronic or other components that can be tested without live firing the munitions.
Such periodic testing can be used as a further indicator of reliability or of degradation in reliability over time.

Shelf-life
Shelf-life refers to the length of time a munition can be stored before degradation of the ammunition affects its
performance.149 The average shelf life for ammunition is around 20 years, varying according to the type of ammunition
and storage conditions. The scale of stockpiled ammunition globally is such however that stockpiles consisting of
hundreds or thousands of tons of ammunition beyond its shelf-life is not unusual.150
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A large number of States often lack sufficient technical expertise with regards to ammunition management, especially
in regard to surveillance and munitions life assessment in stockpile management.151 It has been noted that while
international assistance is available to aid countries to increase stockpile security and to dispose of surplus stocks of
ammunitions, programs to assist countries to establish integrated ammunition management systems are scarce.152
However, it should be noted that some States continue to show scant regard for the additional civilian risk caused by
their choice of weapons and the principles endorsed by Protocol V.

Broader implications: Identifying and Minimizing Risk
Risks to civilians
The location of ammunition stockpiles is also an important factor in reducing the risk posed to civilians from stockpile
incidents. While it may be considered a logical safety precaution to locate ammunition stockpiles as far as possible
from populated areas, there are often ties between stockpiles and communities, as stockpiles may provide
employment and service industry opportunities. The placement of stockpiles often relates to three factors.
Whether stockpiles are placed:
•

in wide open spaces to ensure security and minimize the impact of potential explosions;

•

close to transportation nexuses to ensure ease of access;

•

close to the security forces to ensure uninterrupted supply (for countries which have military doctrines based
on the use of paramilitary forces, a wider dispersal of stockpiles may be put in place to enable access to local
militias or units).153

For these reasons, stockpiles may often be positioned in and around civilian areas. For stockpiles located in
community environments, safety precautions along with proper risk education and awareness for civilians and military
personnel will take on increased importance. A greater emphasis on stockpile-community interactions would be
beneficial in improving stockpile management practice.154
Post-conflict risks
While numerous examples of stockpile accidents occurring in peace-time exist, due to poor safety procedures and
environmental factors, the likelihood of stockpile accidents occurring increases in post-conflict environments. Factors
such as decreasing implementation of safety standards and monitoring or the possibility of damage to the stockpile
storage infrastructure can greatly increase the likelihood of accident or incident.155
In post-conflict countries where disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration programs have collected significant
amounts of munitions from ex-combatants, it is particularly important to ensure that collected munitions are stored
in a manner to reduce risks of explosion.156
As the purpose of Protocol V is to minimize the risks and effects of ERW in post-conflict environments, ensuring the
security of stockpiles of ammunition in post-conflict environments should be a priority concern for HCPs.
Risks from surplus
A surplus stock of ammunition increases the risk of incidents, including the risk of theft and diversion, as resources
are less likely to be allocated for safe storage and surveillance of surplus or non-essential munitions.157 Surplus
ammunition is not necessarily past its shelf-life but is simply extraneous to the needs of the State. Recent trends
in reducing the size of armed forces in many countries has contributed to increasing stocks of surplus munitions.158
States may find it more cost-effective to destroy non-essential stockpiles of ammunition or to maintain smaller
stockpiles, rather than pay for the maintenance of large stockpiles. The South Eastern and Eastern Europe
Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SEESAC), in partnership with UNIDIR and the
University of Bradford, has developed a cost-benefit analysis model to enable States to estimate the costs of
munition storage versus the costs of destruction.159
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Risk of theft and diversion
The most common source of weapons obtained by criminals, armed opposition forces, and non-state actors is legal
stockpiles of munitions supposedly under State control.160 Insufficient management, storage, and stocktaking can
mean that loss of munitions can go unnoticed for years.161 Preventing unauthorized access to stockpiled ammunition
is the most effective means of securing stockpiles, although comprehensive security entails planning, accounting,
marking, and a broader range of activities, including controlling access, fencing and lighting systems, surveillance
equipment, guards, and alarms.162
Attention to the problem of stockpile security and the potential for theft, particularly in relation to the recycling of
stockpiled munitions to create improvised explosive devices, is growing. This has become a large-scale phenomenon
in Iraq and Afghanistan, where massive amounts of stockpiled ordnance is inadequately secured. From 2004–2006,
the US spent close to $6.1 billion on combating IED attacks on US troops in Iraq.163
Addressing the risks: Standards
There is no current global standard or instrument which addresses stockpile management164 but responsibility for
the safe storage of ammunition stockpiles remains with the individual State.165 Regional guidelines, such as NATO
standards for stockpile management and destruction are widely considered best practice standards, along with
standards developed in the OSCE, SEESAC, and the Southern African Development Community (SADC) regional
frameworks.166 However, there may be significant variations between some regional approaches.167
The GICHD noted in its study of undesired explosive events in ammunition stockpile areas that while NATO standards
compel a rigorous safety standard, implementing NATO’s standards can be expensive and alternative, lower cost
measures can be employed to reduce the risk of accident and ensure a sufficient safety level. According to the GICHD,
“many of the known accidents could probably have been prevented if simple, inexpensive safety precautions and
management processes had been implemented…”168 A study by Saferworld, International Alert, and the University of
Bradford (Biting the Bullet) reports that most States are unable to ever reach compliance with NATO standards without
“substantial capital investment.” While upgrading storage facilities requires considerable resources, donors have
proven to be hesitant to fund projects which could be seen to enhance the operational capacity of a recipient
State’s military.169
In addition, the scale of the problem posed by large amounts of poorly secured stockpiled munitions around the
globe is such that the achievement of best practice standards is not immediately feasible. The Biting the Bullet
report has instead recommended the development of universal “minimum ‘emergency’ standards” as a priority.170
While international standards are a long-term goal, international professional understandings of ‘emergency’
minimum standards and criteria to prioritize the most vulnerable stocks would increase the ability of the
international community to address the stocks which present the most urgent risk.171
Practical assistance
The 2005 Biting the Bullet study172 reported that the largest channels of assistance for stockpile management and
destruction were the UNDP Small Arms Demobilization Unit (SADU) and the NATO Partnership for Peace (PfP),173 along
with the European Stability Pact and the OSCE.174 The study found that stockpile destruction assistance, however,
is usually not a primary concern for donors and assistance is inadequate. Assistance that is provided tends to be
along regional lines, with the main exception of the U.S., which has provided assistance to a wide range of countries
including in Africa, Eastern Europe, and Southeast Asia.175 While many examples of donor and assistance programs
can be found, the donor base is arguably far too limited in relation to the global scale of the problem (the 2005 study
Biting the Bullet found only 11 donors).176
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Lessons learned in the context of the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty have shown that stockpile destruction is one area of
mine action that is often overlooked by donors and under-funded. Contributing to this is a tendency not to connect
assistance for stockpile destruction with available funds for humanitarian and development purposes.
While NATO’s PfP and OSCE member States have established a framework for cooperation for stockpile management
and destruction projects, Protocol V could serve as a broader platform for cooperation amongst a more diverse group
of States. A significant number of stockpile accidents occurred in African States in recent years, showing the need for
wider assistance beyond regional and military alliances to deal with aging stockpiles of munitions around the globe.

Technical Annex 3 (c) – Training
Analyses of munition stockpile risks repeatedly cites a lack of technical expertise on stockpile management issues in
many countries. Increased provision of technical assistance and training by donors would make a significant impact
into strengthening national capacity to store and manage munitions safely.177

Technical Annex 3 (d) – Transfer
The Technical Annex states that it is best practice for States transferring explosive ordnance to work to ensure that
the recipient State can store, maintain and use these weapons effectively. Positively, this suggests a responsibility
of the transferring State to actively gather information in order to make such a determination.178 Furthermore, certain
elements of this determination should be based on an assessment of concrete factors, such as the facilities and
procedures for ordnance storage and maintenance. It is unclear if any State has undertaken such assessments prior
to transfers of explosive weapons or if any State has explicit procedures in place to mandate such assessments.
States should clarify their procedures and practices on this in their reporting under Protocol V.

Additional measures
Article 9 states that HCPs should be encouraged to take generic preventive measures aimed at minimizing the
occurrence of ERW, including, but not limited to, the measures contained in the Technical Annex. There are clearly
additional measures not specified in the Technical Annex which can be taken to dramatically reduce the risks of
creating ERW. One such action is the decision to prohibit the use of cluster munitions by 78% of Protocol V’s HCPs,
who as of June 2009 had signed the Convention on Cluster Munitions.179 Others who have not signed the Convention
on Cluster Munitions have taken steps that should be considered to fall under the terms of Article 9. For example, the
U.S.180 and Singapore,181 have taken limited unilateral measures to reduce the risk of ERW from cluster munitions or
ban the transport of cluster munitions.

Implementation
There is little evidence of States making efforts to improve their generic practices to improve the reliability of ordnance
based on the provision in the Technical Annex of Protocol V. From national reports from HCPs to Protocol V it appears
that most HCPs consider themselves to be in compliance with and currently implementing the measures set out in the
Annex. States listed various laws and directives governing munitions production, management, testing, transfer
controls, and training. Several cited compliance with EU directives and NATO standards. However, most of the laws
and directives listed dated prior to the entry into force of Protocol V, indicating that Protocol V has not motivated HCPs
to take specific actions.
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Reporting on specifics was vague. For example, one HiCP reported that reliability of weapons was “taken into account”
in the procurement phase, and that “due diligence” of manufacturers was amongst the considerations taken in a
“robust procurement process.” Another HCP, on whose territory a series of explosions in a munitions depot resulted
in tons of ammunition and explosives exploding, forcing the evacuation of civilians within a 6 kilometer radius in
2008,182 reported that its explosive munitions “are managed and stockpiled in a manner that ensures their reliability.”183
The level of detail provided in national annual reports varied greatly from listing legislation pertaining to each
provision of the Technical Annex, to a blanket statement that measures are in place to meet the obligations of the
Protocol, to an assertion that the obligations of Article 9 were “not applicable” made by States who possess stockpiles
of explosive weapons which undoubtedly have the potential to cause accidents or ERW.
Few HCPs mentioned measures designed to improve the reliability of explosive munitions in future production or
standards for procurement. Most States reported only on their current practices. A few mentioned generally that they
were conducting research but did not specify the area or nature of that research. Discussing such research openly,
or as openly as commercial and security concerns will permit, is in the spirit of co-operation mentioned in Article 8
and will help establish best practices. The apparent lack of proactive measures from HCPs on the issue of generic
preventive measures is a concerning indication that Protocol V is not being interpreted or implemented in a way that
will make any impact to improve the reliability of explosive weapons used in conflicts or decrease the likelihood of
their becoming ERW.

Conclusions regarding Article 9
States have a special responsibility for the management of explosive weapons through their production, storage,
use, or disposal. Many of these responsibilities are delineated in Technical Annex 3 relevant to the implementation
of Article 9. Approaches taken to the prevention of risk from explosive weapons should serve as an important indicator
of the State’s wider orientation to civilian protection.
Protocol V could provide an important framework to address stockpile security and provide a mechanism for
cooperation and assistance between HCPs. HCPs to Protocol V can make important steps forward in addressing
stockpile management and security and the interrelationship between improperly stored munitions and abandoned
munitions as a primary source of material for the creation of improvised explosive devices.
•

Protocol V can provide a platform for States to discuss appropriate standards and training protocols that can
enable States to improve stockpile management processes and reduce the risk of accidents.184

Article 9: Recommendations
•

States need to develop mechanisms for testing the reliability and wider civilian risks of ordnance that better
reflect likely combat performance. Data on the performance of munitions in combat should be gathered and
transparently assessed against testing data to provide an indication of the validity of such tests.

•

Information on munition testing practices and data should be made publicly available so as to allow assessment
and comparison of Sate practices and orientation to civilian risks.

•

In addition to periodic testing of munition reliability, States should adopt clear policies that they will immediately
take out of service and rapidly destroy munitions that are beyond their shelf-life.

•

States should implement the provisions of the Technical Annex for responsibility in the transfer of explosive
weapons and should report on their policies and practices in this regard.
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Notes
1

Louis Maresca, “A new protocol on explosive remnants of war:
the history and negotiation of Protocol V to the 1980 Convention
on Certain Conventional Weapons,” ICRC Current Issues and
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